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PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS 

Patent Documents 

EVALUATION METHOD OF SHIP 
PROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE IN ACTUAL 
SEAS , EVALUATION PROGRAM OF SHIP 
PROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE IN ACTUAL 
SEAS AND EVALUATION SYSTEM OF SHIP 
PROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE IN ACTUAL 

SEAS 

[ Patent Document 1 ] Japanese Patent Application Laid - open 
No. 2009-286230 

[ Patent Document 2 ] Japanese Patent Application Laid - open 
No. 2007-296929 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ Patent Document 3 ] Japanese Patent Application Laid - open 
No. 2018-34585 [ 0001 ] The present invention relates to an evaluation 

method of ship propulsive performance in actual seas , an 
evaluation program of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas and an evaluation system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas for evaluation ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas . 

[ Patent Document 4 ] Japanese Translation of PCT 
International Application , Publication No. 2015-526778 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

BACKGROUND TECHNIQUE 

[ 0002 ] Evaluation of propulsive performance of a ship is 
made by estimation based on a tank test by a model ship , or 
based on ascertainment of sea trial in a relatively calm 
weather / marine weather condition . 
[ 0003 ] However , a ship navigates in actual seas having 
waves , wind , ocean current , tidal current and the like . 
Propulsive performance of a ship is deteriorated by waves 
and wind , aging deterioration varied with time ( evaluation 
period ) . Hence , a gap is observed between evaluated pro 
pulsive performance and the attained performance in actual 
operating condition . 
[ 0004 ] To reduce the gap between the evaluated propul 
sive performance and performance in actual operating con 
dition , it is preferable to evaluate propulsive performance in 
actual seas . However , in an actual operating condition , there 
are problems that weather / marine weather condition such as 
waves and wind are always varied , weather / marine weather 
conditions are varied per a ship route , a displacement / a 
trim / the main engine revolution are varied per voyage , 
property of fuel of marine which is mainly used in ships is 
varied widely ( about 20 % in density ) , and a driving condi 
tion of the main engine and a ship condition are varied with 
time , and there is no means for fuel oil evaluation propulsive 
performance in actual seas . 
[ 0005 ] Here , patent document 1 discloses a sailing support 
system of a ship which estimates ship performance in actual 
seas and feeds back the estimated information to an actual 
sailing based on data of a sailing monitoring system . 
[ 0006 ] Patent document 2 discloses a performance evalu 
ation system of ship for evaluation performance of a ship 
in each voyage using sailing data of a voyage information 
file and basic information which is inherent to a ship . 
[ 0007 ] Patent document 3 discloses a calculator system 
which analyzes propulsive performance of a ship based on 
a data group recorded when a ship sails in actual seas . 
[ 0008 ] Patent document 4 discloses a method for forming 
a simulation model itself which predicts performance of a 
ship to minimize a fuel consumption and for improving 
performance of the ship using the formed model . 

Problem to be Solved by the Invention 
[ 0009 ] According to patent document 1 , since the ship 
performance in actual seas is estimated , a sailing condition 
of an individual target ship is monitored in real time by a 
sailing monitoring system . Therefore , propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas cannot be evaluated before the ship 
sails . 
[ 0010 ] According to patent document 2 , sailing data of a 
ship is accumulated , and propulsive performance of the ship 
is evaluated based on the accumulated sailing data . There 
fore , propulsive performance in actual seas cannot be evalu 
ated before the ship sails . 
[ 0011 ] According to patent document 3 , propulsive per 
formance of a ship is analyzed based on a data group which 
is recorded when the ship sails in actual seas . Therefore , 
propulsive performance in actual seas cannot be evaluated 
before the ship sails . 
[ 0012 ] According to patent document 4 , a new dynamic 
input data set which is to be used in a model using a 
measurement result collected using a shipboard sensor dur 
ing operation of a ship . Therefore , propulsive performance 
in actual seas cannot be evaluated precisely before the ship 
sails . 
[ 0013 ] Hence , it is an object of the present invention to 
provide an evaluation method of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas , an evaluation program of ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas and an evaluation system of 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas capable of pre 
cisely evaluating ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
on the same scale also before the ship sails for example . 

Means for Solving the Problem 
[ 0014 ] In an evaluation method of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to claim 1 , a standard sailing 
model of the ship is set , a sailing condition of the ship and 
a ship condition of the ship are input to the standard sailing 
model , the standard sailing model to which the sailing 
condition and the ship condition are input , and the ship 
condition are applied to previously verified calculating 
method of ship performance in actual seas , and ship pro 
pulsive performance in actual seas is evaluated . 
[ 0015 ] According to the invention described in claim 1 , 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas can be evaluated 
also before the ship sails for example . Further , it is possible 
to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas by using a previously verified the calculating 
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method of ship performance in actual seas , and it is possible 
to evaluate ships under the same condition and with the same 
precision , and it is possible to compare objectively for 
example . 
[ 0016 ] In an invention described in claim 2 , a weather / 
marine weather condition is input to the standard sailing 
model as the sailing condition , and ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas is evaluated using the standard sailing 
model into which the weather / marine weather condition is 
input . 
[ 0017 ] According to the invention described in claim 2 , 
for example , when weather / marine weather in accordance 
with a ship route as a sailing condition is not incorporated , 
or when a target ship has a sailing policy to navigate while 
avoiding weather / marine weather which is anticipated to be 
worse , it is possible to make evaluation which is tailored to 
reality of the situation by inputting an arbitrary weather / 
marine weather condition . 
[ 0018 ] In an invention described in claim 3 , the method 
includes a standard sailing model setting step for setting the 
standard sailing model , a condition inputting step for select 
ing a ship route , setting a loading condition , setting an 
evaluation period as sailing conditions , and inputting the 
ship condition , a ship response calculating step for applying , 
to the calculating method of ship performance in actual seas , 
at least one of an external force condition acting on a ship 
caused by weather / marine weather which differs depending 
upon the ship route , the external force condition of the ship 
which differs depending upon the loading condition , and a 
driving condition of the ship , as well as at least one of 
change of the external force condition caused by the evalu 
ation period , and change of the driving condition , thereby 
calculating ship response , and a fuel consumption index 
deriving step for deriving an index concerning fuel con 
sumption of the ship based on a calculation result of the ship 
response and an operation mode of a main engine , wherein 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas is evaluated . 
[ 0019 ] According to the invention described in claim 3 , it 
is possible to evaluate propulsive performance while taking , 
into consideration , weather / marine weather which is 
encountered by the ship in actual seas , an external force 
condition and a driving condition of ship which are different 
depending upon loading conditions of ships , and change of 
the external force condition and the driving condition of the 
ship . Therefore , it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas before the ship sails 
for example . Further , it is possible to precisely evaluate the 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas as an index 
concerning fuel consumption , and it is possible to evaluate 
the fuel consumptions of ships under the same condition and 
with the same precision , and compare objectively for 
example . 
[ 0020 ] In an invention described in claim 4 , the weather / 
marine weather which differs depending upon the ship route 
is used by setting occurrence probability with respect to the 
weather / marine weather which corresponds to the selected 
ship route . 
[ 0021 ] According to the invention described in claim 4 , 
the propulsive performance can be evaluated under a con 
dition close to the actual operating condition by setting 
occurrence probability of the weather / marine weather . 
[ 0022 ] In an invention described in claim 5 , an aging 
deterioration rate including biological fouling of the ship or 
a propeller which differ depending upon the evaluation 

period is used as change of the external force condition and 
the driving condition caused by the evaluation period . 
[ 0023 ] According to the invention described in claim 5 , 
aging deterioration of a ship’s hull and a propeller caused by 
biological fouling is incorporated into a condition by using 
an aging deterioration rate including the biological fouling , 
and it is possible to evaluate propulsive performance under 
a condition which is closer to the actual operating condition . 
[ 0024 ] The aging deterioration rate including the biologi 
cal fouling includes all of parameter values of aging dete 
rioration related to aging deterioration including the biologi 
cal fouling , such as slimes and marine organisms adhered to 
a ship’s hull and a propeller , generation of rust and boss , and 
increase of friction resistance of the ship's hull caused by 
deterioration of a coating film and reduction of propulsion 
force and efficiency of a propeller . 
[ 0025 ] In an invention described in claim 6 , a deterioration 
rate of a driving system which drives the ship and which 
differs depending upon the evaluation period is used as 
change of the driving condition caused by the evaluation 
period . 
( 0026 ] According to the invention described in claim 6 , 
aging deterioration of the driving system is incorporated into 
the condition by using a deterioration rate of the driving 
system , and it is possible to evaluate the propulsive perfor 
mance under a condition which is closer to the actual 
operating condition . 
[ 0027 ] The deterioration rate of a driving system includes 
all of parameter values related to a deterioration rate which 
is different depending upon an evaluation period such as 
wear and damage of a main engine , an air supply and 
exhaust system , a fuel supply system , a power transmission 
system and a propeller . 
[ 0028 ] In an invention described in claim 7 , an operation 
mode of the main engine is based on the driving condition 
which is set per the loading condition . 
[ 0029 ] According to the invention described in claim 7 , 
the operation mode of the main engine caused by a trim and 
a draft which is different depending upon a loading condition 
can be set as the driving condition . Therefore , the operation 
mode of the main engine can be brought into a condition 
which is closer to the actual operating condition . 
[ 0030 ] In an invention described in claim 8 , operation 
mode of the main engine and a governor which relate to an 
operation mode of the main engine are set in the condition 
inputting step 
[ 0031 ] According to the invention described in claim 8 , 
the propulsive performance can be evaluated under a con 
dition which is closer to the actual operating condition by 
setting the operation mode of the main engine and the 
governor such as an operating position of the main engine 
related to the operation mode of the main engine in actual 
seas . 

[ 0032 ] In a main engine which burns fuel , the governor 
corresponds to a mechanical governor or an electronic 
governor , and in a main engine which uses electricity , the 
governor corresponds to an inverter or voltage adjusting 
means . 

[ 0033 ] In an invention described in claim 9 , to derive an 
index concerning the fuel consumption of the ship , a stan 
dard specific fuel consumption or a specific fuel consump 
tion which is input in the condition inputting step are used . 
[ 0034 ] According to the invention described in claim 9 , 
since evaluation can be made under the same condition , a 
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difference caused by fuel quality does not affect the evalu 
ation and it is possible to make evaluation only by ship 
propulsive performance . Further , it is possible to make 
evaluation also based on an input of specific fuel consump 
tion which is different from a standard specific fuel con 
sumption . 
[ 0035 ] In an invention described in claim 10 , life cycle 
main engine fuel consumption which is based on a total fuel 
consumption of the main engine for a long period of the ship 
is derived as the index concerning the fuel consumption . 
[ 0036 ] According to the invention described in claim 10 , 
propulsive performance when a ship is operated for a long 
period from several years to several decades can appropri 
ately be evaluated before operation is started for example . A 
life cycle may be a period from actual service to docking , a 
period from docking to next docking , or a period during 
which multiple dockings are assumed . 
[ 0037 ] In an evaluation program of ship propulsive per 
formance in actual seas corresponding to claim 11 , a com 
puter is made to read the input of the condition inputting step 
in the evaluation method of ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas , the computer is made to execute the ship 
response calculating step and the fuel consumption index 
deriving step , and the computer is made to execute an index 
outputting step for outputting the index concerning the fuel 
consumption . 
[ 0038 ] According to the invention described in claim 11 , 
it is possible to evaluate propulsive performance while 
taking , into consideration , weather / marine weather which is 
encountered by the ship in actual seas , an external force 
condition and a driving condition of ship which are different 
depending upon loading conditions of ships , and change of 
the external force condition and the driving condition of 
these ships . Therefore , it is possible to provide a program 
which precisely evaluates the ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas before the ship sails for example , and which 
outputs an index concerning the fuel consumption . Further , 
it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas as an index concerning fuel 
consumption , and it is possible to evaluate the fuel con 
sumptions of ships under the same condition and with the 
same precision , and compare objectively for example . 
[ 0039 ] In an invention described in claim . 12 , life cycle 
main engine fuel consumption which is based on a total fuel 
consumption of a main engine for a long period of the ship 
is output as the index concerning the fuel consumption in the 
index outputting step . 
[ 0040 ] According to the invention described in claim 12 , 
propulsive performance when a ship is operated for a long 
period from several years to several decades can appropri 
ately be evaluated before sailing for example . 
[ 0041 ] In an invention described in claim 13 , at least a 
condition which is input in the condition inputting step is 
output in the index outputting step together with the index 
concerning the fuel consumption . 
[ 0042 ] According to the invention described in claim 13 , 
it becomes easy to consider based on what condition the 
index concerning the fuel consumption is obtained . 
[ 0043 ] In an evaluation system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas corresponding to claim 14 includes 
standard sailing model setting means for setting a standard 
sailing model of the ship in actual seas , condition inputting 
means for selecting a ship route , setting a loading condition , 
setting an evaluation period as sailing conditions , and input 

ting a ship condition , ship response calculating means for 
applying the calculating method of ship performance in 
actual seas , at least one of an external force condition acting 
on a ship caused by weather / marine weather which differs 
depending upon the ship route , the external force condition 
of the ship which differs depending upon a loading condi 
tion , and a driving condition of the ship , as well as at least 
one of change of the external force condition caused by the 
evaluation period , and change of the driving condition , 
thereby calculating ship response , a fuel consumption index 
deriving means for deriving an index concerning fuel con 
sumption of the ship based on a calculation result of the ship 
response and an operation mode of a main engine , and fuel 
consumption index outputting means for outputting the 
index concerning the fuel consumption . 
[ 0044 ] According to the invention described in claim 14 , 
it is possible to provide the system which evaluates propul 
sive performance while taking into consideration , weather / 
marine weather which is encountered by the ship in actual 
seas , an external force condition and a driving condition of 
ship which are different depending upon loading conditions 
of ships , and change of the external force condition and the 
driving condition of the ship . Therefore , it is possible to 
precisely evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas before the ship sails for example . Further , it is possible 
to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas as an index concerning fuel consumption , and it 
is possible to evaluate the fuel consumptions of ships under 
the same condition and with the same precision , and com 
pare objectively for example . 
[ 0045 ] In an invention described in claim 15 , the fuel 
consumption index outputting means outputs the index 
concerning the fuel consumption together with a condition 
which is input by the condition inputting means . 
[ 0046 ] According to the invention described in claim 15 , 
it becomes easy to consider based on what condition the 
index concerning the fuel consumption is obtained . 

Effect of the Invention 

[ 0047 ] According to an evaluation method of ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas of the present invention , ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas can be evaluated also 
before the ship sails for example . Further , it is possible to 
precisely evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas by using a previously verified calculating method of 
ship performance in actual seas , and it is possible to evaluate 
ship propulsive performance under the same condition and 
with the same precision , and it is possible to compare 
objectively for example . 
[ 0048 ] Further , when a weather / marine weather condition 
is input into a standard sailing model as a sailing condition 
and ship propulsive performance in actual seas is evaluated 
using the standard sailing model into which the weather / 
marine weather condition is input , if weather / marine 
weather in accordance with a ship route as the sailing 
condition is not incorporated for example , or if a target ship 
has a sailing policy to navigate while avoiding weather / 
marine weather which is anticipated to be worse , it is 
possible to make evaluation which is tailored to reality of the 
situation by inputting an arbitrary weather / marine weather 
condition . 
[ 0049 ] Further , the evaluation method of ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas includes a standard sailing model 
setting step for setting the standard sailing model , a condi 
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[ 0054 ] The operation mode of the main engine and a 
governor which relate to an operation mode of the main 
engine are set in the condition inputting step . According to 
this , the propulsive performance can be evaluated under the 
condition which is closer to the actual operating condition 
by setting the operation mode of the main engine and the 
governor such as an operating position of the main engine 
related to the operation mode of the main engine in actual 
seas . 

tion inputting step for selecting a ship route , setting a 
loading condition , setting an evaluation period as sailing 
conditions , and inputting the ship condition , a ship response 
calculating step for applying , to the calculating method of 
ship performance in actual seas , at least one of an external 
force condition acting on a ship caused by weather / marine 
weather which differs depending upon the ship route , the 
external force condition of the ship which differs depending 
upon the loading condition , and a driving condition of the 
ship , as well as at least one of change of the external force 
condition caused by the evaluation period , and change of the 
driving condition , thereby calculating ship response , and a 
fuel consumption index deriving step for deriving an index 
concerning fuel consumption of the ship based on a calcu 
lation result of the ship response and an operation mode of 
a main engine , wherein ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas is evaluated . According to this , it is possible to 
evaluate propulsive performance while taking weather / ma 
rine weather which is encountered by the ship in actual seas 
into consideration , an external force condition and a driving 
condition of ship which are different depending upon load 
ing conditions of ships , and change of the external force 
condition and the driving condition of the ship . Therefore , it 
is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas before the ship sails for example . 
Further , it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas as an index concerning fuel 
consumption , and it is possible to evaluate the fuel con 
sumptions of ships under the same condition and with the 
same precision , and compare in objectively for example . 
[ 0050 ] The weather / marine weather which differs depend 
ing upon the ship route is used by setting occurrence 
probability with respect to the weather / marine weather 
which corresponds to the selected ship route . According to 
this , the propulsive performance can be evaluated under a 
condition close to the actual operating condition by setting 
occurrence probability of the weather / marine weather . 
[ 0051 ] An aging deterioration rate including biological 
fouling of the ship’s hull or a propeller which differ depend 
ing upon the evaluation period is used as change or the 
external force condition and the driving condition caused by 
the evaluation period . According to this , aging deterioration 
of a ship’s hull and a propeller caused by biological fouling 
is incorporated into a condition by using an aging deterio 
ration rate including the biological fouling , and it is possible 
to evaluate propulsive performance under a condition which 
is closer to the actual operating condition . 
[ 0052 ] A deterioration rate of a driving system which 
drives the ship and which differs depending upon the evalu 
ation period is used as change of the driving condition 
caused by the evaluation period . According to this , aging 
deterioration of the driving system is incorporated into the 
condition by using a deterioration rate of the driving system , 
and it is possible to evaluate the propulsive performance 
under a condition which is closer to the actual operating 
condition . 
[ 0053 ] The operation mode of the main engine is based on 
a driving condition is set per a loading condition . According 
to this , the operation mode of the main engine caused by a 
trim and a draft which is different depending upon a loading 
condition can be set as the driving condition . Therefore , the 
operation mode of the main engine can be brought into a 
condition which is closer to the actual operating condition 

[ 0055 ] To derive an index concerning the fuel consump 
tion of the ship , a standard specific fuel consumption or a 
specific fuel consumption which is input in the condition 
inputting step are used . According to this , since evaluation 
can be made under the same condition , a difference caused 
by fuel quality does not affect the evaluation and it is 
possible to make evaluation only by ship propulsive perfor 
mance . Further , it is possible to make evaluation also based 
on an input of specific fuel consumption which is different 
from a standard specific fuel consumption . 
[ 0056 ] Further , life cycle main engine fuel consumption 
which is based on a total fuel consumption of the main 
engine for a long period of the ship is derived as the index 
concerning the fuel consumption . According to this , propul 
sive performance when the ship is operated for a long period 
from several years to several decades can appropriately be 
evaluated before operation is started for example . 
[ 0057 ] According to an evaluation program of ship pro 
pulsive performance in actual seas of the present invention , 
it is possible to evaluate propulsive performance while 
taking weather / marine weather which is encountered by the 
ship in actual seas into consideration which is encountered 
by the ship in actual seas , an external force condition and a 
driving condition of ship which are different depending upon 
loading conditions of ships , and change of the external force 
condition and the driving condition of the ship . Therefore , it 
is possible to provide a program which precisely evaluates 
the ship propulsive performance in actual seas before the 
ship sails for example , and which outputs an index concern 
ing fuel consumption . Further , it is possible to precisely 
evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual seas as an 
index concerning fuel consumption , and it is possible to 
evaluate the fuel consumptions of ships under the same 
condition and with the same precision , and compare in 
objectively for example . 
[ 0058 ] Further , life cycle main engine fuel consumption 
which is based on a total fuel consumption of a main engine 
for a long period of the ship is output as the index concerning 
the fuel consumption in the index outputting step . According 
to this , propulsive performance when the ship is operated for 
a long period from several years to several decades can 
appropriately be evaluated before sailing for example . 
[ 0059 ] At least a condition which is input in the condition 
inputting step is output in the index outputting step together 
with the index concerning the fuel consumption . According 
to this , it becomes easy to consider based on what condition 
the index concerning the fuel consumption is obtained . 
[ 0060 ] Further , according to an evaluation system of ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas of the present inven 
tion , it is possible to provide the system which evaluates 
propulsive performance while taking weather / marine 
weather which is encountered by the ship in actual seas , into 
consideration , an external force condition and a driving 
condition of ship which are different depending upon load 
ing conditions of ships , and change of the external force 
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condition and the driving condition of the ship . Therefore , it 
is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas before the ship sails for example . 
Further , it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas as an index concerning fuel 
consumption , and it is possible to evaluate the fuel con 
sumptions of ships under the same condition and with the 
same precision , and compare objectively for example . 
[ 0061 ] The fuel consumption index outputting means out 
puts the index concerning the fuel consumption together 
with a condition which is input by the condition inputting 
means . According to this , it becomes easy to consider based 
on what condition the index concerning the fuel consump 
tion is obtained . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0062 ] FIG . 1 is a conceptual diagram of evaluation of 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas according to an 
embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 2 is a diagram showing an example of char 
acteristics of main engine output with respect to the main 
engine revolution with operation limits ; 
[ 0064 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an evaluation system 
of ship propulsive performance in actual seas ; 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 4 is a simplified flow chart of a ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas evaluation method ; 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 5 is a detailed flow chart of a ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas evaluation method ; 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram showing an example of 
a ship propulsive performance in actual seas providing 
system as another embodiment of the invention ; 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 7 is a block diagram showing another 
example of the ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
providing system ; 
[ 0069 ] FIG . 8 is a block diagram showing another 
example of the ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
providing system ; and 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 9 is a usage flow chart of the ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas providing system shown in FIG . 
8 . 

performance in actual seas is obtained , based on data 
obtained in actual seas , a simulation technique which is 
tailored to actual seas , or propulsive performance of an 
actual ship in actual seas . 
[ 0074 ] As the ship propulsive performance index 3 , life 
cycle main engine fuel consumption 5 can be obtained by 
applying a specific fuel consumption 4. It is also possible to 
obtain a result of calculation , as the ship propulsive perfor 
mance index 3 , which is carried out using the calculating 
method 1 of ship performance in actual seas in accordance 
with a setting condition as a standard specific fuel consump 
tion of the standard sailing model 2 without applying the 
specific fuel consumption 4 . 
[ 0075 ] The calculating method 1 of ship performance in 
actual seas can apply waves , wind , ocean current , tidal 
current and the like as an external force factor which is 
caused by weather / marine weather encountered in actual 
seas , or an external force which is varied by drift , rudder and 
the like of a ship corresponding to the weather / marine 
weather to still water resistance as an external force acting 
on the ship for example , the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas can calculate total resistance , and 
power curves obtained while taking propeller characteristics 
into consideration can be used in self - propulsion factors . To 
enhance the precision of the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas , it is possible to use various data 
obtained through actual ship monitoring acquired from 
actually sailing various kinds of ships , and data obtained 
through standard test in an actual seas model basin which 
emulates actual seas condition . It is also possible to reflect 
enhancement of precision through a model test technique 
and a calculating technique of an element which exerts 
influence on operating in actual seas such as added resis 
tance in waves , self - propulsion factors in waves and wind 
resistance of a superstructure . 
[ 0076 ] As described above , as the previously verified 
calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , it 
is possible to use a calculating method which is optimized 
from various data obtained in actual seas , a calculating 
method based on a simulation technique which is verified 
and evaluated by applying the technique in actual seas , or an 
evaluated calculating method while being compared with 
attained propulsive performance in actual seas . 
[ 0077 ] By making attempt to enhance the precision of the 
calculating method 1 of the ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas , it is possible to evaluate actual ability of the ship 
in actual seas as an objective index ( a ruler ) . 
[ 0078 ] In the standard sailing model 2 , it is applied to the 
calculating method 1 of the ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas , the ship propulsive performance index 3 of 
performance in actual seas can be obtained while taking into 
consideration , setting of a ship route where the ship sails , an 
external force condition acting on the ship caused by a 
difference of the weather / marine weather caused by the set 
ship route , an external force condition and a driving condi 
tion caused by trim and draft which differs depending upon 
the setting of a loading condition , a driving condition which 
is different depending on the setting of ship's speed on a 
outward voyage and a homeward voyage , the setting of an 
operation mode of the main engine which coordinates with 
the latter driving condition , variation of the external force 
condition and the driving condition caused by aging dete 
rioration which differs depending upon length of an actual 
service period caused by the setting of an evaluation period , 

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION 

[ 0071 ] An evaluation method of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas , an evaluation program of ship propul 
sive performance in actual seas and an evaluation system of 
ship propulsive performance actual seas according to 
embodiments of the present invention will be described 
below . 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 1 is a conceptual diagram of evaluation of 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas showing a con 
ception of the evaluation method of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to the embodiment . FIG . 1 
shows a flow in which a previously verified calculating 
method 1 of ship performance in actual seas is prepared , and 
a ship propulsive performance index 3 for evaluating ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas is obtained using a 
standard sailing model 2 . 
[ 0073 ] The previously verified calculating method 1 of 
ship performance in actual seas is a method in which all or 
a portion of a basic calculating method of ship performance 
in actual seas is previously sophisticated and verified as a 
calculating method , up to a level at which the ship propul 
sive performance index 3 which evaluates ship propulsive 
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the ship propulsive performance index 3 based on a calcu 
lation result of the ship response and an operation mode of 
the main engine . According to this , it is possible to evaluate 
propulsive performance in which weather / marine weather 
which is encountered by the ship in actual seas , the external 
force condition and the driving condition of the ship which 
differs depending upon the loading condition of the ship , and 
change of the external force condition and the driving 
condition of the ship . Therefore , it is possible to precisely 
evaluation the ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
before the ship sails for example . It is possible to precisely 
evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual seas as an 
index concerning fuel consumption , and it is possible to 
compared objectively fuel economies of ships under the 
same condition and with the same precision for example . 
[ 0087 ] The evaluation of ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas can also be utilized for determination of selection 
of a ship course or change fuel not only before the ship sails 
but while the ship sails , evaluation of the voyage and 
evaluation of the calculating method 1 of ship performance 
in actual seas by comparing between an index concerning 
fuel consumption derived after the ship sails and an index 
calculated from an actually consumed fuel amount . It is 
possible to calculate the ship response using the calculating 
method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , and only to 
evaluate the propulsive performance of the ship in actual 
seas . 

and variation of the external force condition and the driving 
condition which is attributable to biological fouling caused 
by adhesion of marine organism which is different depend 
ing upon the actual service period and the docking interval . 
[ 0079 ] According to this , concerning the individual ship or 
a fleet , it is possible to evaluate actual ability of the ship in 
actual seas using the ship performance in actual seas when 
the ship sails actual seas as the objective index ( a ruler ) , and 
it is possible to utilize the evaluation for sailing in actual 
seas or comparing the actual ability of the ship in actual seas . 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 2 is a diagram showing an example of char 
acteristics of the main engine output with respect to the main 
engine revolution with operation limits . 
[ 0081 ] Usually , in ships , main engine operation limits line 
made by mean effective pressure , an overload protection 
device are defined as an upper limit of the operation of the 
main engine , but there are some ships in which in addition 
to this , an upper limit of a fuel injection is designated by an 
fuel index . ( fuel index , “ FI ” , hereinafter ) , and if the fuel 
injection exceeds the upper limit , operation to reduce the 
number of the engine revolution is executed . 
[ 0082 ] The FI is the fuel injection , and the value at the 
maximum continuous rating ( NCR ) is defined as 100 % . By 
designating the upper limit of the FI with respect to the main 
engine revolution , it is possible to obtain an operating 
position of the main engine which is tailored to the operation 
limit line of the main engine made by FI . As an example of 
this , FIG . 2 shows characteristics of main engine output 
( BHP ) with respect to the main engine revolution ( NE ) . In 
FIG . 2 , the abscissa shows the main engine revolution ( NE ) 
[ rpm ] , and the ordinate shows main engine output ( BHP ) 
[ kW ] . This characteristic diagram can be obtained as power 
curves of a ship based on the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas which assumes a specific ship in 
actual seas . 
[ 0083 ] Here , BF is the Beaufort scale which is a scale of 
wind speed for classifying strength of wind in actual seas , 
and calm means when calm weather condition , and wind 
speed becomes higher as BF becomes greater . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of the evaluation system 
of ship propulsive performance in actual seas according to 
the embodiment . 
[ 0085 ] The evaluation system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas includes standard sailing model setting 
means 10 , condition inputting means 20 , ship response 
calculating means 30 , fuel consumption index deriving 
means 40 , fuel consumption index outputting means 50 , 
storing means 60 and condition calculating means 70 . 
[ 0086 ] The standard sailing model 2 is set using the 
standard sailing model setting means 10. Using the condi 
tion inputting means 20 , a ship route is selected , a loading 
condition is set , an evaluation period is set as sailing 
conditions , and a ship condition is input . Using the ship 
response calculating means 30 , at least one of an external 
force condition acting on a ship caused by weather / marine 
weather which differs depending upon the ship route , the 
external force condition of the ship which differs depending 
upon the loading condition , and a driving condition of the 
ship , as well as at least one of change of the external force 
condition caused by the evaluation period , and change of the 
driving condition are applied to the calculating method 1 of 
ship performance in actual seas to calculate ship response . 
Using the fuel consumption index deriving means 40 , an 
index concerning fuel consumption of a ship is derived as 

[ 0088 ] The condition inputting means 20 can commonly 
be used for inputting arbitrary weather / marine weather con 
dition by a user as will be described later , and a biological 
fouling rate . 
[ 0089 ] Selection of a ship route , setting of the loading 
condition , setting an evaluation period , and input of a ship 
condition can appropriately change the selection , the setting 
and the input . 
[ 0090 ) FIG . 4 is a simplified flow chart of the evaluation 
method of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
according to the embodiment . 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 5 is a detailed flow chart of the evaluation 
method of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
according to the embodiment . 
[ 0092 ] The evaluation system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas includes a computer in which the 
evaluation program of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas is incorporated , and executes processing in the follow 
ing steps . 
[ 0093 ] First , the standard sailing model 2 of a ship in 
actual seas is read in the computer by the standard sailing 
model setting means 10 , and a model is set ( standard sailing 
model setting step S1 ) . The standard sailing model 2 is a 
standard sailing model used when ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas is evaluated . 
[ 0094 ] After the standard sailing model setting step Si , 
selection of the ship route , setting of the loading condition , 
setting of the evaluation period , and input of the ship 
condition of the ship as the sailing conditions are received 
from the user . 
[ 0095 ] As condition inputting step S2 , the user inputs the 
ship condition using the condition inputting means 20 ( ship 
condition inputting step S2-1 ) , and selects the ship route , 
sets the loading condition and sets the evaluation period 
using the condition inputting means 20 ( sailing condition 
inputting step 32-2 ) as the sailing condition . 
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[ 0096 ] In the sailing condition inputting step S2-2 , ship 
route selecting step S2-2-1 for selecting the ship route , and 
loading condition setting step S2-2-2 for setting the loading 
condition , and evaluation period setting step S2-2-3 for 
setting the evaluation period are carried out . According to 
this , the ship route , the loading condition and the evaluation 
period are set in the standard sailing model 2 . 
[ 0097 ] It is possible to set any one or two of the ship route , 
the loading condition and the evaluation period . In this case , 
the condition which is not set is automatically set to a fixed 
condition . 
[ 0098 ] In the condition inputting step S2 , setting of the 
operation mode of the main engine and the governor are 
received from the user per the loading condition and the 
driving condition . The user sets the operation mode of the 
main engine and the governor related to the operating 
position of the main engine for each of the outward voyage 
and the homeward voyage using the condition inputting 
means ( operation mode setting step S2-3 ) . The operation 
mode of the main engine and the governor are constant of 
engine revolution , constant output of the main engine , 
constant ship speed , fuel index limit and the like . By setting 
the operation mode of the main engine and the governor 
such as the operating position of the main engine related to 
the operation mode of the main engine in actual seas , it is 
possible to evaluate the propulsive performance under a 
condition closer to the actual operating condition . 
[ 0099 ] In the condition inputting step S2 , input of the 
specific fuel consumption is received from the user . The user 
inputs an arbitrary specific fuel consumption using the 
condition inputting means 20 ( specific fuel consumption 
inputting step . S2-4 ) . 
[ 0100 ] In the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 , the user 
selects one or more of ship routes from the ship routes stored 
in the storing means 60. Examples of the ship routes are a 
North Pacific route , an Australian route and a European 
route , etc. 
[ 0101 ] If a ship route is selected in the ship route selecting 
step S2-2-1 , selection whether probability standard weather / 
marine weather condition is used for setting the weather / 
marine weather condition and the occurrence probability for 
the selected ship route is received from the user ( standard 
weather / marine weather condition selecting step S3 ) . By 
setting the occurrence probability of the weather / marine 
weather , it is possible to evaluate the propulsive perfor 
mance under a condition which is closer to the actual 
operating condition . As the occurrence probability of the 
weather / marine weather , frequency distribution is set from a 
statistical value in accordance with a ship route for example . 
[ 0102 ] In the standard weather / marine weather condition 
selecting step S3 , when it is selected to use the standard 
weather / marine weather condition , long - term statistic data 
corresponding to a ship route selected in the ship route 
selecting step S2-2-1 is extracted from the long - term statistic 
data of the standard weather / marine weather condition 
stored in the storing means 60 ( long - term statistic data 
extracting step S4 ) . 
[ 0103 ] Based on the long - term statistic data extracted in 
the long - term statistic data extracting step S4 , the state of the 
weather / marine weather and the occurrence probability of 
the weather / marine weather condition are set to a ship route 
selected in the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 ( weather / 
marine weather and occurrence probability setting step S6 ) . 
The user can arbitrarily set the occurrence probability . 

[ 0104 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard weather / marine weather in the standard weather / 
marine weather condition selecting step S3 , input of the 
weather / marine weather condition is received from the user . 
The user inputs an arbitrary weather / marine weather condi 
tion using the condition inputting means 20 ( weather / marine 
weather condition inputting step S5 ) . If the arbitrary 
weather / marine weather condition is input , the procedure is 
shifted to the weather / marine weather and occurrence prob 
ability setting step S6 . 
[ 0105 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard weather / 
marine weather , but for a ship having a sailing policy to 
navigate while avoiding a ship route in which weather / 
marine weather which is anticipated to be worse , there is a 
case where usage of an arbitrary weather / marine weather 
condition is more tailored to reality of the situation . 
[ 0106 ] Data concerning the weather / marine weather con 
dition and the occurrence probability per a ship route which 
are set in the weather / marine weather and occurrence prob 
ability setting step S6 are sent to the ship response calcu 
lating means 30 . 
[ 0107 ] In the loading condition setting step S2-2-2 , the 
user sets a loading condition such as a full loaded condition 
and a ballast condition for each of the outward voyage and 
the homeward voyage . It is also possible to set multiple 
loading conditions for the outward voyage and the home 
ward voyage such as changing the loading condition per a 
discharge port . 
[ 0108 ] If the loading condition is set in the loading con 
dition setting step S2-2-2 , setting of the driving condition 
per the loading condition is received from the user . If the 
loading condition is set , draft is determined , and an external 
force condition of the ship which is varied in accordance 
with the draft is set . The user inputs at least one of the main 
engine revolution , the main engine output , the main engine 
torque and speed using the condition inputting means 20 as 
a driving condition ( driving condition setting step S7 ) . The 
operation mode of the main engine is based on the driving 
condition which is set per the loading condition . Since the 
operation mode of the main engine which is attributable to 
the trim and the draft which differs depending upon the 
loading condition can be set as the driving condition , the 
operation mode of the main engine can be brought to a 
condition which is closer to the actual operating condition . 
Based on the assumption that the driving condition is 
changed in some cases in accordance with variation of a 
status halfway through voyage , it is also possible to set 
multiple driving conditions with respect to one loading 
condition . According to this , it is possible to evaluate and 
compare propulsive performance under various driving con 
ditions . It is also possible to even out the loading condition 
and change only the driving condition , and even out the 
driving condition and change only the loading condition . 
[ 0109 ] Data of the driving condition per the loading con 
dition which is set in the driving condition setting step S7 is 
sent to the ship response calculating means 30 . 
[ 0110 ] In the evaluation period setting step S2-2-3 , the 
user sets a period during which ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas is evaluated . The evaluation period is a life 
cycle of the ship , and the evaluation period is generally set 
from several years to several decades , but the life cycle may 
be a period from actual service to docking , a period from 
docking to next docking , or a period during which multiple 
dockings are assumed . 
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[ 0111 ] After the actual service , resistance of a ship is 
increased by attachment of marine organism or rust , and 
deterioration of a coating film , and an external force con 
dition acting on a ship is varied . The driving condition is 
changed by wear and loosening of various portions of the 
main engine , and wear and damage of an air supply and 
exhaust system , a fuel supply system , a power transmission 
system and a propeller . They can be recovered in some cases 
by docking and receiving maintenance , but cannot be recov 
ered in some cases as aging deterioration . In the evaluation 
period setting step S2-3 , a setting operation in which these 
are taken into consideration is carried out . 
[ 0112 ] If the evaluation period is set in the evaluation 
period setting step S2-2-3 , setting of a docking interval , and 
selection whether standard aging deterioration rate is used 
are received from the user . 
[ 0113 ] The user sets the docking interval ( docking interval 
setting step S8 ) , and selects whether the standard aging 
deterioration rate is used ( standard aging deterioration rate 
selecting step S13 ) using the condition inputting means 20 . 
[ 0114 ] In the docking interval setting step S8 , the user sets 
the interval during which the ship docks for maintenance . 
[ 0115 ] If the docking interval is set in the docking interval 
setting step S8 , selection whether a standard biological 
fouling rate is used for setting a biological fouling rate used 
when defacement such as ship’s hull caused by attachment 
of slims and marine organisms such as Balanomorpha is 
estimated is received from the user ( standard biological 
fouling ratio selecting step S9 ) . 
[ 0116 ] In the standard biological fouling ratio selecting 
step S9 , if usage of the standard biological fouling ratio is 
selected , the condition calculating means 70 calculates a 
standard biological fouling rate based on the evaluation 
period and the like ( standard biological fouling rate calcu 
lating step 10 ) . 
[ 0117 ] Based on the standard biological fouling rate which 
is derived by calculation , the biological fouling rate is set for 
the respective ship's hull and propeller ( biological fouling 
rate setting step S12 ) . By setting the biological fouling rate 
as one of variations of the external force condition and the 
driving condition in the set evaluation period , aging dete 
rioration of the ship’s hull and the propeller caused by the 
biological fouling is incorporated into the condition , and it 
is possible to evaluate the propulsive performance under a 
condition which is closer to the actual operating condition . 
The biological fouling rate includes parameter values of all 
of aging deteriorations related to aging deterioration includ 
ing biological fouling , and examples of such parameter 
values are biofouling on the ship’s hull and the propeller , 
generation of rust and boss , increase of a friction resistance 
the ship's hull caused by deterioration of a coating film and 
reduction of propulsion efficiency of the propeller . 
[ 0118 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard biological fouling rate in the standard biological 
fouling ratio selecting step S9 , input of the biological fouling 
rate is received from the user . The user inputs arbitrary 
biological fouling rate using the condition inputting means 
20 ( biological fouling rate inputting step S11 ) . If the arbi 
trary biological fouling rate is input , the procedure is shifted 
to the biological fouling rate setting step S12 . 
[ 0119 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard biological 
fouling rate , but degrees of defacement on a ship’s hull and 
a propeller and restoration are varied depending upon a 
maintenance method and existence or non - existence of 

marine organism biofouling preventing means . Therefore , if 
arbitrary biological fouling rate is used , it is possible to 
make evaluation tailored to reality of the situation in some 
cases . It is also possible for the user to correct a standard 
biological fouling rate which is obtained by calculation . 
[ 0120 ] Data of the biological fouling rates of the ship's 
hull and the propeller which are set in the biological fouling 
rate setting step S12 is sent to the ship response calculating 
means 30 . 
[ 0121 ] If it is selected to use the standard aging deterio 
ration rate in the standard aging deterioration rate selecting 
step S13 , the condition calculating means 70 calculates the 
standard aging deterioration rate ( standard aging deteriora 
tion rate calculating step S14 ) . 
[ 0122 ] Based on the standard aging deterioration rate 
which is derived by calculation , aging deterioration rates are 
set for the respective ship , the propeller , the main engine and 
the governor ( aging deterioration rate setting step S16 ) . By 
setting the deterioration rates of the ship and the driving 
system as one of variations of the external force condition 
and the driving condition in a set evaluation period , the 
aging deterioration of the driving system is incorporated into 
the condition , and it is possible to make evaluation of the 
propulsive performance under a condition which is closer to 
the actual operating condition . 
[ 0123 ] In a main engine which burns fuel , the governor 
corresponds to a mechanical governor or an electronic 
governor , and in a main engine which uses electricity , the 
governor corresponds to an inverter or voltage adjusting 
means . A deterioration rate of the driving system includes all 
of parameter values related to deterioration rates which 
differs depending upon evaluation periods such as wear and 
damage of the main engine , the air supply and exhaust 
system , the fuel supply system , the power transmission 
system and the propeller . 
[ 0124 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard aging deterioration rate in the standard aging 
deterioration rate selecting step S13 , input of the aging 
deterioration rate is received from the user . The user inputs 
arbitrary aging deterioration rate using the condition input 
ting means 20 ( aging deterioration rate inputting step S15 ) . 
If the arbitrary aging deterioration rate is input , the proce 
dure is shifted to the aging deterioration rate setting step 
S16 . 
[ 0125 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard aging 
deterioration rate , but since a degree of the aging deterio 
ration is varied depending upon a maintenance method and 
performance of a device , if arbitrary aging deterioration rate 
is used , it is possible to make evaluation which is more 
tailored to reality of the situation in some cases . The user can 
also correct the standard aging deterioration rate which is 
obtained by calculation . 
[ 0126 ] Among data of the aging deterioration rate which is 
set in the aging deterioration rate setting step S16 , data of the 
aging deterioration rates of the ship , the propeller and the 
main engine is sent to the ship response calculating means 
30 , and the aging deterioration rate of the governor which 
exerts influence on the fuel injection is sent to the fuel 
consumption index deriving means 40 . 
[ 0127 ] The ship response calculating means 30 calculates 
a ship response of each of the loading condition and the 
driving condition , the evaluation period and the weather / 
marine weather based on a state and occurrence probability 
of the weather / marine weather of the ship route , a driving 
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condition per the loading condition , the biological fouling 
rate of the ship's hull and the propeller , and data of the aging 
deterioration rates of the ship , the propeller and the main 
engine ( ship response calculating step S17 ) . 
[ 0128 ] In the calculation of the ship response , a relation 
between the main engine output , the main engine revolution 
and speed through the water in actual seas per evaluation 
period from external force such as still water resistance , 
self - propulsion factors in still water , open water character 
istics of the propeller , wind forces , steady forces in waves , 
self - propulsion factors in waves , drift foces , rudder forces , 
the biological fouling rate , and aging deterioration rate . 
[ 0129 ] In the calculation executed by the ship response 
calculating means 30 , a fuel consumption of the main engine 
and operation mode of the main engine are not put into 
consideration . Therefore , it is possible to calculate the ship 
response from which influence of the specific fuel consump 
tion of the main engine and the actuation characteristics of 
the main engine are removed . 
[ 0130 ] The calculating method 1 of ship performance in 
actual seas which is applied to the calculation of the ship 
response is a calculating method which is previously verified 
based on data collected by mounting a monitoring device in 
an actual ship and data obtained by a test result of a tank test 
carried out by a model ship . If the previously verified 
calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas is 
used , it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas , and it is possible to evaluate 
ships under the same condition and with the same precision , 
and it is possible to compare objectively . The previously 
verified calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual 
seas includes all of a calculating method which is optimized 
from various data sets obtained in actual seas , a calculating 
method based on a simulation technique which is verified 
and evaluated by applying the same in actual seas , and a 
calculating method which is compared with attained pro 
pulsive performance in actual seas and which is evaluated 
and sophisticated . 
[ 0131 ] After the ship response calculating step S17 , selec 
tion whether the amount of standard fuel consumption 
should be used for setting the specific fuel consumption 4 is 
received from the user ( standard specific fuel consumption 
selecting step S18 ) . 
[ 0132 ] If it is selected to use the standard specific fuel 
consumption in the standard specific fuel consumption 
selecting step S18 , the condition calculating means 70 
calculates the standard specific fuel consumption ( standard 
specific fuel consumption calculating step s19 ) . 
[ 0133 ] A specific fuel consumption ( SFC ) 4 is set based on 
the standard specific fuel consumption which is derived by 
calculation ( specific fuel consumption setting step S20 ) . 
[ 0134 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard specific fuel consumption in the standard specific 
fuel consumption selecting step S18 , arbitrary specific fuel 
consumption which is input in the specific fuel consumption 
inputting step S2-4 is read . According to this , it is possible 
to make evaluation also by arbitrary specific fuel consump 
tion which is different from the standard specific fuel con 
sumption . If the arbitrary specific fuel consumption is read , 
the procedure is shifted to the specific fuel consumption 
setting step S20 . 
[ 0135 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard specific 
fuel consumption , but if the arbitrary specific fuel consump 
tion is used , it is possible to make evaluation which is more 

tailored to reality of the situation in some cases . The user can 
also correct a specific fuel consumption which is obtained by 
calculation . It is also possible to set a multiple specific fuel 
consumption 4. For example , it is also possible to the 
specific fuel consumption 4 according to kinds of fuel such 
as Marine Diesel oil , Marine Fuel oil and gas fuel , and set 
a multiple specific fuel consumption 4 while taking a 
difference of property into consideration even if the king of 
fuel is the same . 
[ 0136 ] Data of the specific fuel consumption which is set 
in the specific fuel consumption setting step S20 is sent to 
the fuel consumption index deriving means 40 . 
[ 0137 ] The Marine Fuel oil which is mainly used in ships 
has variation in property depending upon production area 
and a difference of density of about 20 % is generated . 
Therefore , there is a problem that conditions for evaluating 
the propulsive performance are unequal . However , for deriv 
ing the index concerning the fuel consumption of a ship as 
in this embodiment , by inputting and setting the specific fuel 
consumption 4 using the standard specific fuel consumption 
or arbitrary specific fuel consumption , it is possible to 
evaluate under the same condition . Therefore , a difference 
caused by fuel quality does not affect the evaluation , and it 
is possible to evaluate only by ship propulsive performance . 
In the calculation carried out by the ship response calculat 
ing means 30 , it is also possible to calculate ship perfor 
mance in actual seas of an individual ship while taking a 
specific fuel consumption of the main engine and operation 
mode of the main engine into consideration . 
[ 0138 ] The fuel consumption index deriving means 40 
calculates the main engine number of revolution , the main 
engine output , the main engine torque , speed , a fuel con 
sumption , drift angle and a rudder angle as a loading 
condition , a driving condition , evaluation period and 
weather / marine weather based on the set specific fuel con 
sumption 4 and the aging deterioration rate of the governor 
and the like , and the fuel consumption index deriving means 
40 derives an index concerning the fuel consumption of the 
ship as the ship propulsive performance index 3 of perfor 
mance in actual seas ( fuel consumption index deriving step 
S21 ) . 
[ 0139 ] The index concerning the fuel consumption can be 
derived as the life cycle main engine fuel consumption 5 
which shows fuel consumption of the main engine which is 
calculated from a total fuel consumption of the main engine , 
a total transportation distance and a total load capacity for a 
long period of the ship which is set as the evaluation period . 
By deriving the index concerning the fuel consumption as 
the life cycle main engine fuel consumption 5 , it is possible 
to appropriately evaluate propulsive performance when the 
ship is operated for a long period from several years to 
several decades before the operation of the ship is started for 
example . The index concerning the fuel consumption 
includes , in addition to the life cycle main engine fuel 
consumption 5 , fuel consumption of the main engine calcu 
lated from the total fuel consumption of the main engine , the 
total transportation distance and the total load capacity for 
the evaluation period , and any unit can be selected as a unit 
of the fuel consumption . A life cycle may be a period from 
actual service to docking , a period from docking to next 
docking , or a period during which multiple dockings are 
assumed . 
[ 0140 ] The fuel consumption index outputting means 50 
outputs the index concerning the fuel consumption derived 
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data acquired from actually sailing various kinds of ships , 
and data obtained through standard test in an actual seas 
model basin which emulates a real sea condition . It is also 
possible to precisely obtain an element which exerts influ 
ence on sailing in real sea condition such as added resistance 
in waves , self - propulsion factors in waves and wind resis 
tance of a superstructure through a model test technique and 
a calculating technique , and it is possible to reflect the same 
to the calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual 
seas to enhance the precision . 
[ 0149 ] As described above , as the previously verified 
calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , it 
is possible to use a calculating method which is optimized 
from various data obtained in actual seas , a calculating 
method based on a simulation technique which is verified 
and evaluated by applying the technique in actual seas , or an 
evaluated and sophisticated calculating method while being 
compared with attained propulsive performance in actual 
seas . 

in the fuel consumption index deriving step S21 to a screen 
or paper ( index outputting step S22 ) . 
[ 0141 ] The fuel consumption index outputting means 50 
also outputs a condition which is input in at least the 
condition inputting step S2 together with the index concern 
ing the fuel consumption . According to this , it becomes easy 
for the user to consider under what condition the index 
concerning the fuel consumption is derived . 
[ 0142 ] As described above , the standard sailing model 2 of 
the ship in actual seas is set , a sailing condition of the ship 
and a ship condition of the ship are input to the standard 
sailing model 2 , the standard sailing model 2 into which the 
sailing condition and the ship condition are input and the 
ship condition are applied to the previously verified calcu 
lating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , and ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas is evaluated . Accord 
ing to this , it is possible to precisely evaluate the ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas also , for example , 
before the ship sails . 
[ 0143 ] Further , a weather / marine weather condition is 
input to the standard sailing model 2 as a sailing condition , 
and ship propulsive performance in actual seas is evaluated 
using the standard sailing model 2 into which the weather / 
marine weather condition is input . According to this , when 
the weather / marine weather which is tailored to the ship 
route as the sailing condition is not incorporated for 
example , or when a ship having the sailing policy such as 
navigation while avoiding weather / marine weather which is 
anticipated to become worse is a target , it is possible to 
evaluate in a manner more tailored to reality of the situation 
by inputting arbitrary weather / marine weather condition . 
[ 0144 ] A providing system of ship performance in actual 
seas as another embodiment of the present invention will be 
described next . 
[ 0145 ] Like the evaluation of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas shown in FIG . 1 , this system obtains a ship 
propulsive performance index 3 of performance in actual 
seas which evaluates performance of a ship in actual seas 
using a previously verified calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas and a standard sailing model 2 of 
the ship . 
[ 0146 ] As the ship propulsive performance index 3 , it is 
possible to obtain a life cycle main engine fuel consumption 
5 as the ship propulsive performance index 3 by applying a 
specific fuel consumption 4. It is also possible to obtain , 
together with the ship propulsive performance index 3 a 
calculation result which is carried out using the calculating 
method 1 of ship performance in actual seas which is 
tailored to a setting condition of the standard sailing model 
2 without applying the specific fuel consumption 4 . 
[ 0147 ] The calculating method 1 of ship performance in 
actual seas can apply waves , wind , ocean current , tidal 
current and the like as an external force factor which is 
caused by weather / marine weather encountered in actual 
seas , or an external force which is varied by drift , rudder and 
the like of a ship corresponding to the weather / marine 
weather to still water resistance as an external force acting 
on the ship for example , the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas can calculate total resistance , and 
power curves obtained while taking propeller characteristics 
into consideration can be used in a self - propulsion factors . 
[ 0148 ] The precision of the calculating method 1 of ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas can be enhanced by 
using various data obtained through actual ship monitoring 

( 0150 ] By making attempt to enhance the precision of the 
calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , 
reliability of the ship propulsive performance index 3 of 
performance in actual seas which becomes an objective 
index ( a ruler ) when the actual ability of the ship in actual 
seas is evaluated is enhanced . 
[ 0151 ] In the standard sailing model 2 , it is applied to the 
calculating method 1 of ship performance in actual seas , and 
the ship propulsive performance index 3 can be obtained 
while taking into consideration , the setting of the ship route , 
external forces acting on the ship in accordance with the 
weather / marine weather which differs depending upon the 
ship route , external forces condition and a driving condition 
tailored to a draft and a trim which differ depending upon the 
setting of the loading condition , a driving condition tailored 
to the setting of the ship speed in the outward voyage and the 
homeward voyage , the setting of the operation mode of the 
main engine which is associated with the driving condition , 
variations of the external force condition and the driving 
condition caused by aging deterioration which differs 
depending upon a length of the actual service period caused 
by setting of the evaluation period , and the external force 
condition and the driving condition which are attributable to 
the biological fouling caused by attachment of slimes and 
marine organism which differs depending upon the actual 
service period and docking interval . 
[ 0152 ] According to this , it is possible to evaluate actual 
ability of the ship in actual seas using the ship propulsive 
performance index 3 when the ship sails in actual seas as the 
objective index ( a rule ) , and it is possible to utilize the 
evaluation for sailing of indivisual ship in actual seas and for 
comparison of the actual ability of ships in actual seas . 
[ 0153 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram showing an example of 
a providing system of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas as this embodiment . 
[ 0154 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas of the embodiment includes standard 
sailing model setting means 110 , condition inputting means 
120 , calculating means 130 of ship performance in actual 
seas , fuel consumption index deriving means 140 , and fuel 
consumption index providing means 150. The providing 
system of ship propulsive performance in actual seas of the 
embodiment is mainly composed a computer and its periph 
eral device . 
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[ 0155 ] The standard sailing model setting means 110 has 
a function for setting the standard sailing model 2. The 
standard sailing model setting means 110 includes storing 
means 111 and condition calculating means 112. Various 
information which is necessary for setting the standard 
sailing model 2 such as a ship routes and standard weather / 
marine weather condition are stored in the storing means 
111. The condition calculating means 112 calculates a stan 
dard biological fouling rate and standard aging deterioration 
rate as will be described later . 
[ 0156 ] The condition inputting means 120 is used for 
inputting a sailing condition and a ship condition of the ship 
used by the standard sailing model 2. The condition input 
ting means 120 can also be used for inputting an arbitrary 
specific fuel consumption 4 , the weather / marine weather 
condition and the biological fouling rate carried out by the 
user as will be described later . The condition inputting 
means 120 is an input device such as a keyboard and a touch 
panel . 
[ 0157 ] The calculating means 130 of ship performance in 
actual seas calculates , using the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas , ship performance in actual seas 
of the ship in accordance with conditions of the standard 
sailing model 2 and the ship condition into which the sailing 
condition is input . 
[ 0158 ] The fuel consumption index deriving means 140 
derives an index concerning fuel consumption of the ship as 
the ship propulsive performance index 3 based on a calcu 
lation result of the calculating means 130 of ship perfor 
mance in actual seas . 
[ 0159 ] The fuel consumption index providing means 150 
provides , to the user , the index concerning the fuel con 
sumption of the ship derived by the fuel consumption index 
deriving means 140 . 
[ 0160 ] It is preferable that the fuel consumption index 
providing means 150 provides as the index concerning the 
fuel consumption , to the user , at least one of main engine 
fuel consumption , a greenhouse gas exhaust index , a main 
tenance cost , and transportation efficiency index . According 
to this , the user can obtain the main engine fuel consump 
tion , the greenhouse gas exhaust index , the maintenance cost 
and the transportation efficiency index as indexes which 
shows ship propulsive performance in actual seas objec 
tively . The greenhouse gas exhaust index may be EEDI 
( Energy Efficiency Design Index ) which is related a value 
showing an amount of CO2 exhaust when a cargo of 1 ton 
through 1 mile at the time of designing , or may be EEOI 
( Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator ) which is a value 
showing an amount of CO2 exhaust by the actual operating 
condition while using a fuel usage amount and a voyage 
distance . The transportation efficiency index may be AER 
( Annual Efficiency Ratio ) which is a value showing energy 
efficiency calculated using an actual cargo transportation 
amount of one year . The main engine fuel consumption , the 
greenhouse gas exhaust index , the maintenance cost and the 
transportation efficiency index are characterized in that they 
are indexes in which the evaluation period is taken into 
consideration . 
[ 0161 ] It is preferable that the fuel consumption index 
providing means 150 provides , to the user , the sailing 
condition and the ship condition which are input by the 
condition inputting means 120. By providing , to the user , the 
condition which is input by the condition inputting means 

120 , the user can easily cinsiderunder what condition , the 
index concerning the fuel consumption is derived . 
[ 0162 ] Processing flow of the providing system of ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas according to the 
embodiment will be described based on FIGS . 4 and 5 . 
[ 0163 ] The system includes a computer in which a pro 
viding program of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas is incorporated , and the processing is executed through 
the following steps . 
[ 0164 ] It is also possible that the computer reads the 
providing program of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas is as one of processing , and executes the processing 
through the following steps , and this computer integrates 
arbitrary step in the following procedure as an individual 
program executed by another computer and the former 
computer executes the processing . 
[ 0165 ] First , the standard sailing model setting means 110 
reads the standard sailing model 2 of the ship in actual seas 
and sets a model ( standard sailing model setting step S1 ) . 
The standard sailing model 2 is a standard sailing model 
which is used when performance ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas is evaluated . 
[ 0166 ] After the standard sailing model setting step S1 , the 
standard sailing model setting means 110 receives , from the 
user , input of the sailing condition and the ship condition 
which are used by the standard sailing model 2 . 
[ 0167 ] The user inputs the ship condition using the con 
dition inputting means 120 ( ship condition inputting step 
S2-1 ) , and inputs the sailing condition using the condition 
inputting means 120 ( sailing condition inputting step S2-2 ) 
as the condition inputting step S2 . 
[ 0168 ] The ship condition which is input in the ship 
condition inputting step S2-1 is an important matter con 
cerning the ship such as principal dimensions or hull shape . 
[ 0169 ] The sailing condition inputting step S2-2 includes 
the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 for selecting a ship route , 
the loading condition setting step S2-2-2 for setting the 
loading condition , and the evaluation period setting step 
S2-2-3 for setting the evaluation period . According to this , 
the ship route , the loading condition and the evaluation 
period are set in the standard sailing model 2. It is preferable 
that the sailing condition which is input by the user in the 
sailing condition inputting step S2-2 is conditions concern 
ing the ship route , the loading condition and the evaluation 
period . According to this , it is possible to derive the index 
concerning fuel consumption which is tailored to the reality 
of the situation under a condition closer to the actual 
operating condition . It is possible to set one of or a combi 
nation of two of the ship route , the loading condition and the 
evaluation period . In this case , for a condition which is not 
set by the user , a fixed condition which is previously stored 
in the storing means 111 is automatically set . 
( 0170 ] In the condition inputting step 32 , setting of the 
operation mode of the main engine and the governor are 
received from the user per the loading condition and the 
driving condition . The user sets the operation mode of the 
main engine and the governor related to the operating 
position of the main engine as the operation mode of the 
main engine for each of the outward voyage and the home 
ward voyage using the condition inputting means 120 ( op 
eration mode setting step S2-3 ) . The operation mode of the 
main engine and the governor are constant of engine revo 
lution , constant output of the main engine , constant ship 
speed , and fuel index limit for example . By setting the 
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operation mode of the main engine and the governor of the 
operating position of the main engine related to the opera 
tion mode of the main engine in actual seas , it is possible to 
evaluate ship performance in actual seas under a condition 
closer to the actual operating condition . Data of the opera 
tion mode of the main engine and the governor which are set 
in the operation mode setting step S2-3 are sent to the fuel 
consumption index deriving means 140 . 
[ 0171 ] In the condition inputting step S2 , input of the 
specific fuel consumption is received from the user . The user 
inputs arbitrary specific fuel consumption using the condi 
tion inputting means 120 ( specific fuel consumption input 
ting step S2-4 ) . 
[ 0172 ] In the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 , the user 
selects one or more ship routes from multiple ship routes 
which are stored in the storing means 111. Examples of the 
ship routes are a North Pacific route , an Australian route , and 
a European route , etc. 
[ 0173 ] If a ship route is selected in the ship route selecting 
step S2-2-1 , the standard sailing model setting means 110 
receives , from the user , selection whether the standard 
weather / marine weather condition is used for setting a 
weather / marine weather condition and occurrence probabil 
ity for the selected ship route ( standard weather / marine 
weather condition selecting step S3 ) . By setting the occur 
rence probability of the weather / marine weather , it is pos 
sible to evaluate the propulsive performance under a con 
dition which is closer to the actual operating condition . As 
the occurrence probability of the weather / marine weather , 
frequency distribution is set from a statistical value in 
accordance with a ship route for example . 
[ 0174 ] In the standard weather / marine weather condition 
selecting step S3 , when it is selected to use the standard 
weather / marine weather condition which is set per a ship 
route in the standard weather / marine weather condition 
selecting step S3 , the standard sailing model setting means 
110 extracts long - term statistic data corresponding to a ship 
route selected in the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 from 
the long - term statistic data of the standard weather / marine 
weather condition stored in the storing means 111 ( long - term 
statistic data extracting step S4 ) . 
[ 0175 ] Based on the long - term statistic data extracted in 
the long - term statistic data extracting step S4 , the standard 
sailing model setting means 110 sets the state of the weather / 
marine weather and the occurrence probability of the 
weather / marine weather condition to a ship route selected in 
the ship route selecting step S2-2-1 ( weather / marine weather 
and occurrence probability setting step S6 ) . The user can 
arbitrarily set the occurrence probability . 
[ 0176 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard weather / marine weather in the standard weather / 
marine weather condition selecting step S3 , the standard 
sailing model setting means 110 receives input of the 
weather / marine weather condition from the user . The user 
inputs an arbitrary weather / marine weather condition using 
the condition inputting means 120 ( weather / marine weather 
condition inputting step S5 ) . If the arbitrary weather / marine 
weather condition is input , the procedure is shifted to the 
weather / marine weather and occurrence probability setting 

navigate while avoiding a ship route in which weather / 
marine weather is anticipated to be worse , there is a case 
where usage of an arbitrary weather / marine weather condi 
tion is more tailored to reality of the situation . To sail while 
avoiding weather / marine weather which is anticipated to be 
worse includes changing a ship course , increasing the ship 
speed and passing before the weather / marine weather 
becomes worse , reducing the ship speed for preventing the 
weather / marine weather from becoming worse , and waiting . 
[ 0178 ] Data concerning the weather / marine weather con 
dition and the occurrence probability per a ship route which 
are set in the weather / marine weather and occurrence prob 
ability setting step S6 are sent to the calculating means 130 
of ship performance in actual seas . 
[ 0179 ] In the loading condition setting step S2-2-2 , the 
user sets a loading condition such as a full loaded condition 
and a ballast condition for each of the outward voyage and 
the homeward voyage . It is also possible to set multiple 
loading conditions for the outward voyage and the home 
ward voyage such as changing the loading condition per a 
discharge port . 
[ 0180 ] If the loading condition is set in the loading con 
dition setting step S2-2-2 , the standard sailing model setting 
means 110 receives setting of the driving condition per the 
loading condition from the user . If the loading condition is 
set , draft is determined , and an external force condition of 
the ship which is varied in accordance with the draft is set . 
The user inputs at least one of the main engine revolution , 
the main engine output , the main engine torque and speed 
using the condition inputting means 20 as a driving condi 
tion ( driving condition setting step S7 ) . The operation mode 
of the main engine is based on the driving condition which 
is set per the loading condition . Since the operation mode of 
the main engine which is attributable to the trim and the draft 
which differs depending upon the loading condition can be 
set as the driving condition , the operation mode of the main 
engine can be brought to a condition which is closer to the 
actual operating condition . Based on the assumption that the 
driving condition is changed in some cases in accordance 
with variation of a status halfway through voyage , it is 
possible to set multiple driving conditions with respect to 
one loading condition . According to this , it is possible to 
evaluate and compare propulsive performance under various 
driving conditions . It is also possible to even out the loading 
condition and change only the driving condition , and even 
out the driving condition and change only the loading 
condition . 
[ 0181 ] Data of the driving condition per the loading con 
dition which is set in the driving condition setting step S7 is 
sent to the calculating means 130 of ship performance in 
actual seas . 
[ 0182 ] In the evaluation period setting step S2-2-3 , the 
user sets a period during which ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas is evaluated . The evaluation period is a life 
cycle of the ship , and the evaluation period is set from 
several years to several decades , but the life cycle may be a 
period from actual service to docking , a period from docking 
to next docking , or a period during which multiple dockings 
are assumed , and it is possible to freely set the life cycle . 
[ 0183 ] After the actual service , resistance of a ship is 
increased by generation of slims and marine organisms , and 
deterioration of a coating film , and an external force con 
dition acting on a ship is varied . The driving condition and 
a fuel injection are changed by wear and loosening of 

step S6 . 
[ 0177 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard weather / 
marine weather , but when weather / marine weather which is 
tailored to a ship route as the sailing condition is not 
incorporated , or when a target ship has a sailing policy to 
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various portions of the main engine , and wear and damage 
of an air supply and exhaust system , a fuel supply system , 
a power transmission system and a propeller . They can be 
recovered in some cases by docking and receiving mainte 
nance , but cannot be recovered in some cases as aging 
deterioration . In the evaluation period setting step S2-2-3 , a 
setting operation in which these are taken into consideration 
is carried out . 
[ 0184 ] If the evaluation period is set in the evaluation 
period setting step S2-2-3 , the standard sailing model setting 
means 110 receives , from the user , setting or a docking 
interval , and selection whether standard aging deterioration 
rate is used . 
[ 0185 ] The user sets the docking interval ( docking interval 
setting step S8 ) , and selects whether the standard aging 
deterioration rate is used ( standard aging deterioration rate 
selecting step S13 ) using the condition inputting means 120 . 
[ 0186 ] In the docking interval setting step S8 , the user sets 
the interval during which the ship docks for maintenance . 
[ 0187 ] If the docking interval is set in the docking interval 
setting step S8 , the standard sailing model setting means 110 
receives , from the user , selection whether a standard bio 
logical fouling rate is used for setting a biological fouling 
rate used when defacement such as ship caused by attach 
ment of slims and marine organism such as Balanomorpha 
is estimated ( standard biological fouling ratio selecting step 
S9 ) . 
[ 0188 ] In the standard biological fouling ratio selecting 
step S9 , if usage of the standard biological fouling ratio is 
selected , the condition calculating means 112 calculates a 
standard biological fouling rate based on the evaluation 
period ( standard biological fouling rate calculating step 10 ) . 
[ 0189 ] Based on the standard biological fouling rate which 
is derived by calculation , the standard sailing model setting 
means 110 sets the biological fouling rate for the respective 
ship’s hull and propeller ( biological fouling rate setting step 
S12 ) . By setting the biological fouling rate as one of 
variations of the external force condition and the driving 
condition in the set evaluation period , aging deterioration of 
the ship's hull and the propeller caused by the biological 
fouling is incorporated into the condition , and it is possible 
to evaluate the propulsive performance under a condition 
which is closer to the actual operating condition . The 
biological fouling rate includes parameter values of all of 
aging deteriorations related to aging deterioration including 
biological fouling , and examples of such parameter values 
are biofouling on the ship’s hull and the propeller , genera 
tion of rust and boss , increase of friction resistance of the 
ship’s hull caused by deterioration of a coating film and 
reduction of propulsion efficiency of the propeller . 
[ 0190 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard biological fouling rate in the standard biological 
fouling ratio selecting step S9 , the standard sailing model 
setting means 110 receives input of the biological fouling 
rate from the user . The user inputs arbitrary biological 
fouling rate using the condition inputting means 120 ( bio 
logical fouling rate inputting step S11 ) . If the arbitrary 
biological fouling rate is input , the procedure is shifted to the 
biological fouling rate setting step S12 . 
[ 0191 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard biologi 
cal fouling rate , but degrees of fouling an a ship’s hull and 
a propeller and restoration are varied depending upon a 
maintenance method and and existence or non - existence of 
marine organism biofouling preventing means . Therefore , if 

arbitrary biological fouling rate is used , it is possible to 
make evaluation tailored to reality of the situation in some 
cases . It is also possible for the user to correct a standard 
biological fouling rate which is obtained by calculation . 
[ 0192 ] Data of the biological fouling rates of the ship's 
hull and the propeller which are set in the biological fouling 
rate setting step S12 is sent to the calculating means 130 of 
ship performance in actual seas . 
[ 0193 ] If it is selected to use the standard aging deterio 
ration rate in the standard aging deterioration rate selecting 
step S13 , the condition calculating means 112 calculates the 
standard aging deterioration rate ( standard aging deteriora 
tion rate calculating step S14 ) . 
[ 0194 ] Based on the standard aging deterioration rate 
which is derived by calculation , the standard sailing model 
setting means 110 sets aging deterioration rates for the 
respective ship , the propeller , the main engine and the 
governor ( aging deterioration rate setting step S16 ) . By 
setting the deterioration rates of the ship and the driving 
system as one of variations of the external force condition 
and the driving condition in a set evaluation period , the 
aging deterioration of the driving system is incorporated into 
the condition , and it is possible to make evaluation of the 
performance under a condition which is closer to the actual 
operating condition . 
[ 0195 ] In a main engine which burns fuel , the governor 
corresponds to a mechanical governor or an electronic 
governor , and in a main engine which uses electricity , the 
governor corresponds to an inverter or voltage adjusting 
means . A deterioration rate of the driving system includes all 
of parameter values related to deterioration rates which 
differs depending upon evaluation periods such as wear and 
damage of the main engine , the power transmission system , 
the air supply and exhaust system , the fuel supply system , 
and the propeller . 
[ 0196 ] On the other hand , if it is selected not to use the 
standard aging deterioration rate in the standard aging 
deterioration rate selecting step S13 , the standard sailing 
model setting means 110 receives input of the aging dete 
rioration rate from the user . The user inputs arbitrary aging 
deterioration rate using the condition inputting means 120 
( aging deterioration rate inputting step S15 ) . If the arbitrary 
aging deterioration rate is input , the procedure is shifted to 
the aging deterioration rate setting step S16 . 
[ 0197 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard aging 
deterioration rate , but since a degree of the aging deterio 
ration is varied depending upon a maintenance method and 
performance of a device , if arbitrary aging deterioration rate 
is used , it is possible to make evaluation which is more 
tailored to reality of the situation in some cases . The user can 
also correct the standard aging deterioration rate which is 
obtained by calculation . 
[ 0198 ] Among data of the aging deterioration rate which is 
set in the aging deterioration rate setting step S16 , data of the 
aging deterioration rates of the ship , the propeller and the 
main engine is sent to the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas , and the aging deterioration rate 
of the governor which exerts influence on the fuel injection 
is sent to the fuel consumption index deriving means 140 . 
[ 0199 ] The calculating means 130 of ship performance in 
actual seas calculates a ship response of each of the loading 
condition and the driving condition , the evaluation period 
and the weather / marine weather based on a state and occur 
rence probability of the weather / marine weather of the ship 
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route , a driving condition per the loading condition , the 
biological fouling rate of the ship's hull and the propeller , 
and data of the aging deterioration rates of the ship , the 
propeller and the main engine ( ship response calculating 
step S17 ) . 
[ 0200 ] In the calculation of the ship response , a relation 
between the main engine output , the main engine revolution 
and speed through the water in actual seas per evaluation 
period from external force such as still water resistance , 
self - propulsion factors in still water , open water character 
istics of the propeller , wind forces , steady force in waves , 
self - propulsion factors in waves , drift forces , rudder forces , 
the biological fouling rate , and aging deterioration rate . 
[ 0201 ] In the calculation executed by the calculating 
means 130 of ship performance in actual seas , a specific fuel 
consumption of the main engine and actuation characteris 
tics of the main engine are not put into consideration . 
Therefore , it is possible to calculate the ship response from , 
which influence of the specific fuel consumption of the main 
engine and the operation mode of the main engine are 
removed . 
[ 0202 ] The fuel consumption index deriving means 140 
receives , from the user , selection whether the amount of 
standard fuel consumption should be used for setting the 
specific fuel consumption 4 ( standard specific fuel consump 
tion selecting step S18 ) . 
[ 0203 ] If it is selected to use the standard specific fuel 
consumption in the standard specific fuel consumption 
selecting step S18 , the fuel consumption index deriving 
means 140 calculates the standard specific fuel consumption 
( standard specific fuel consumption calculating step s19 ) . 
The condition calculating means 112 may calculate the 
standard specific fuel consumption . 
[ 0204 ] A specific fuel consumption ( SFC ) 4 is set based on 
the standard specific fuel consumption which is derived by 
calculation ( specific fuel consumption setting step S20 ) . 
[ 0205 ] On the other hand , it is selected not to use the 
standard specific fuel consumption in the standard specific 
fuel consumption selecting step S18 , arbitrary specific fuel 
consumption which is input in the specific fuel consumption 
inputting step S2-4 is read . According to this , it is possible 
to make evaluation also by arbitrary specific fuel consump 
tion which is different from the standard specific fuel con 
sumption . If the arbitrary specific fuel consumption is read , 
the procedure is shifted to the specific fuel consumption 
setting step S20 . 
[ 0206 ] It is easier for the user to use the standard specific 
fuel consumption , but if the arbitrary specific fuel consump 
tion is used , it is possible to make evaluation which is more 
tailored to reality of the situation in some cases . The user can 
also correct a specific fuel consumption which is obtained by 
calculation . It is also possible to set multiple specific fuel 
consumption 4. For example , it is also possible to the 
specific fuel consumption 4 according to kinds of fuel such 
as Marine Diesel oil , Marine Fuel oil and gas fuel , and set 
multiple specific fuel consumption 4 while taking a differ 
ence of property into consideration even if the king of fuel 
is the same . 
[ 0207 ] The Marine Fuel oil which is mainly used in ships 
has variation in property depending upon production area 
and a difference of density of about 20 % is generated . 
Therefore , there is a problem that conditions for evaluating 
the ship propulsive performance in actual seas of the ship are 
unequal . However , for deriving an index concerning the fuel 

consumption of a ship as in this embodiment , the standard 
specific fuel consumption or the arbitrary specific fuel 
consumption is used , and the specific fuel consumption 4 is 
input . According to this , since it is possible to evaluate under 
the same condition , a difference caused by fuel quality does 
not affect the evaluation , and it is possible to evaluate only 
by ship propulsive performance . It is also possible to cal 
culate ship performance in actual seas of an individual ship 
while taking a specific fuel consumption of the main engine 
and operation mode of the main engine into consideration . 
[ 0208 ] The fuel consumption index deriving means 140 
calculates the main engine number of revolution , the main 
engine output , the main engine torque , speed , a fuel con 
sumption , a drift angle and a rudder angle as a loading 
condition , a driving condition , evaluation period and 
weather / marine weather based on the set specific fuel con 
sumption 4 and the aging deterioration rate of the governor 
and the like , and the fuel consumption index deriving means 
140 derives an index concerning the fuel consumption of the 
ship as the ship propulsive performance index 3 ( fuel 
consumption index deriving step S21 ) . 
[ 0209 ] The index concerning the fuel consumption can be 
derived as the life cycle main engine fuel consumption 5 
which shows fuel consumption of the main engine which is 
calculated from a total fuel consumption of the main engine , 
a total transportation distance and a total load capacity for a 
long period of the ship which is set as the evaluation period . 
By deriving the index concerning the fuel consumption as 
the life cycle main engine fuel consumption 5 , it is possible 
to appropriately evaluate ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas when the ship is operated for a long period from 
several years to several decades before the operation of the 
ship is started for example . The index concerning the fuel 
consumption includes , in addition to the life cycle main 
engine fuel consumption 5 , fuel economy of the main engine 
calculated from the total fuel consumption of the main 
engine , the total transportation distance and the total load 
capacity for the evaluation period , and any unit can be 
selected as a unit of the fuel consumption index . A life cycle 
may be a period from actual service to docking , a period 
from docking to next docking , or a period during which 
multiple dockings are assumed . 
[ 0210 ] The fuel consumption index providing means 150 
provides the index concerning the fuel consumption derived 
in the fuel consumption index deriving step S21 ( index 
providing step S22 ) . 
[ 0211 ] As described above , this system includes the stan 
dard sailing model setting means 110 which sets a standard 
sailing model 2 of a ship in actual seas , the condition 
inputting means 120 which inputs a sailing condition used 
for the standard sailing model 2 and a condition of a ship of 
the ship , the calculating means 130 of ship performance in 
actual seas which calculates ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas in accordance with the standard sailing model 2 
into the sailing condition is input and the ship condition , the 
fuel consumption index deriving means 140 which derives 
an index concerning fuel consumption of the ship based on 
a calculation result of the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas , and the fuel consumption index 
providing means 150 which provides a derivation result of 
the index concerning the fuel consumption . According to 
this , also concerning a ship before it sails for example , it is 
possible to precisely derive an index concerning fuel con 
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sumption of the ship in actual seas based on the sailing 
condition and the ship condition , and provide the index to 
the user . 
[ 0212 ] An evaluation result of the ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas can be utilized also during sailing or 
after sailing in addition to utilization before sailing . During 
sailing , the evaluation result can be utilized for selecting a 
ship route or for determining the change of fuel for example . 
After the sailing , the evaluation result can be utilized for 
evaluation of voyage by comparing an index concerning fuel 
consumption derived before sailing and an index calculated 
from a fuel amount which is actually consumed or for 
evaluation of the calculating method 1 of ship performance 
in actual seas . The evaluation result need not be utilized for 
actual sailing , and the evaluation result can be utilized only 
for evaluation of the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas . 

[ 0213 ] FIG . 7 is a block diagram showing another 
example of the providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to the embodiment . The 
same symbols are allocated to members having the same 
functions as those in the above described examples , and 
description thereof will be omitted . 
[ 0214 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to this example includes the 
standard sailing model setting means 110 , the condition 
inputting means 120 , the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas , the fuel consumption index 
deriving means 140 , the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 , condition obtaining means 160 , and perfor 
mance prediction result providing means 170. The providing 
system of ship propulsive performance in actual seas in the 
example is mainly composed of a computer , a peripheral 
device thereof , and a communication line or a network . 
[ 0215 ] The condition inputting means 120 , the standard 
sailing model setting means 110 , the calculating means 130 
of ship performance in actual seas and the fuel consumption 
index deriving means 140 are connected to each other 
through a specific communication line , and the user inputs 
the sailing condition and the ship condition through the 
communication line or the network . The fuel consumption 
index providing means 150 is connected to a terminal used 
by the user through the communication line or the network , 
and a derivation result of an index concerning fuel con 
sumption is provided to the user through the communication 
line or the network . According to this , even if the user exists 
in a distant place , input of a condition from the user can be 
received through the communication line or the network , 
and provide , to the user , the index concerning fuel consump 
tion of the ship in actual seas which is derived based on the 
input condition . Further , even when a plurality of users who 
consider to use the same ship exist at a distant location , it is 
possible to share the condition input and to commonly have 
derivation results of the index concerning fuel consumption 
through the communication line or the network . It is possible 
to concurrently use the communication line and the network . 
The meaning that the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 provides the fuel index includes a case where the 
user goes to check a derivation result stored in the storing 
means or the like of the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150. The user may be a ship itself which is in actual 
service . 
[ 0216 ] The standard sailing model setting means 110 can 
receive , from the user , the input of a planned ship condition 

which is not in actual service as a ship condition . In this case , 
the fuel consumption index providing means 150 provides , 
to the user , a derivation result of the index concerning fuel 
consumption of the ship which is not in actual service . 
[ 0217 ] As described above , this system can receive the 
input of the planned ship condition from the user , and can 
provide , to the user , the index concerning fuel consumption 
of the ship which is not in actual service in actual seas which 
is derived based on the input planned ship condition . The 
user can review the ship condition of the ship which is not 
in actual service based on the provided index . The ship 
which is not in actual service is a ship before it is completed 
in which its scheme or design is considered or the ship as 
being constructed . The planned ship condition is a ship 
condition in which the ship which is not in actual service is 
scheduled . 
[ 0218 ] When the standard sailing model setting means 110 
receives , from the user , input of the planned ship conditions 
of ships which are not in actual service , the fuel consump 
tion index providing means 150 makes it possible to com 
pare derivation results of indexes concerning fuel consump 
tion of the ships which are not in actual service , and provides 
the derivation results to the user . 
[ 0219 ] As described above , this system receives inputs of 
planned ship conditions from the user , and can provide , to 
the user , indexes concerning fuel consumption of the ships 
which are not in actual service in actual seas which are 
respectively derived corresponding to the input planned ship 
conditions in a comparable manner . According to this , the 
user can easily compare ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas which are not in actual service . 
[ 0220 ] When input of a planned ship condition is received , 
a sailing condition and a planned ship condition which are 
input by the user using the condition inputting means 120 are 
also sent to the condition obtaining means 160 provided in 
performance predicting means 155. The performance pre 
diction result providing means 170 provides , to the user , a 
performance prediction result of a ship which is in accor 
dance with the sailing condition and the planned ship 
condition obtained by the condition obtaining means 160 , 
and sends the performance prediction result to the calculat 
ing means 130 of ship performance in actual seas . The 
performance predicting means 155 has the condition obtain 
ing means 160 and the performance prediction result pro 
viding means 170. The performance predicting means 155 
may have functions only to obtain a condition and provide 
a performance prediction result , or may also have a function 
to actually predict performance . 
[ 0221 ] Here , the performance prediction result of a ship is 
a result in which performance of a ship is predicted from a 
view point which is different from an index concerning fuel 
consumption derived by the fuel consumption index deriv 
ing means 140 using the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas and the standard sailing model 2 , 
and the performance prediction result is derived by calcu 
lation carried out by computational fluid dynamics ( CFD ) 
which is numerical analysis / simulation technique , or a tank 
test which simulates real sea condition . 
[ 0222 ] As described above , this system can provide , to the 
user , a performance prediction result obtained by the tank 
test , numerical analysis / simulation technique executed by 
the performance predicting means 155 together with the 
index concerning fuel consumption in actual seas for the 
ship which is not in actual service . According to this , the 
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user can evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas of the ship which is not in actual service in more 
multifaceted . manner . It is also possible to use a perfor 
mance prediction result for the calculating means 130 of 
ship performance in actual seas to enhance the calculation 
precision of the calculating means 130 of ship performance 
in actual seas . 
[ 0223 ] The CFD and the tank test which are executed by 
the performance predicting means 155 can be carried out as 
a business as a CFD calculation institution or a tank test 
institution . When the performance prediction result of a ship 
is derived by the CFD and the tank test , it is preferable that 
a derivation result of an index concerning fuel consumption 
is provided from the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 also to the CFD calculation institution which 
carries out the CFD or the tank test institution having a ship 
model basin . According to this , the CFD calculation insti 
tution and the water tank test institution can utilize the 
derivation result of the index concerning fuel consumption 
to enhance the precision of prediction of performance of a 
ship . 
[ 0224 ] FIG . 8 is a block diagram showing another 
example of the providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to the embodiment . The 
same symbols are allocated to members having the same 
functions as those in the above described examples , and 
description thereof will be omitted . 
[ 0225 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to this example includes the 
standard sailing model setting means 110 , the condition 
inputting means 120 , the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas , the fuel consumption index 
deriving means 140 , the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 , the condition obtaining means 160 , sea trial 
result providing means 180 , weather / marine weather data 
obtaining means 191 and sailing data obtaining means 192 
as data obtaining means 190 , data accumulating means 200 , 
and standard sailing model changing means 210. The pro 
viding system of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
in this example is mainly composed of a computer as a 
server , its peripheral device , a communication line or a 
network . 

[ 0226 ] The standard sailing model setting means 110 , the 
calculating means 130 of ship performance in actual seas 
and the fuel consumption index deriving means 140 are 
possessed , as a server , by a provider of ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas which is a business operator of 
the ship propulsive performance in actual seas . The condi 
tion inputting means 120 and the server are connected to 
each other through the communication line or the network . 
If a sailing condition and a ship condition are input from the 
user , the server derives an index concerning fuel consump 
tion in accordance with a standard sailing model to which a 
sailing condition is input and a ship condition . 
[ 0227 ] The fuel consumption index providing means 150 
is connected to a terminal used by a user or a third party 
other than the user through the communication line or the 
network , and provides , to the user or the third party , a 
derivation result of an index concerning fuel consumption 
through the communication line or the network . Information 
of the derivation result of the index concerning fuel con 
sumption can be provided to the third party if agreement of 
the user or the other party of the user is gained . 

[ 0228 ] If the provider of ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas has the standard sailing model setting means 110 
and the calculating means 130 of ship performance in actual 
seas as the server as in this example , the user can obtain the 
derivation result of the index concerning fuel consumption 
from the outside server . Therefore , it is possible to reduce 
introduction cost and management cost of a device . Since 
the provider of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
derives the index concerning fuel consumption in an inte 
grated fashion , it becomes easy to constantly keep the 
derivation precision of the index irrespective of the user . 
[ 0229 ] The fuel consumption index providing means 150 
provides the index concerning fuel consumption of a target 
ship in actual seas also to a third party in addition to the user . 
Therefore , the third party also can know and evaluate the 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas of the ship based 
on the index received through the communication line or the 
network . The third party is a certification institution or a 
public institution which certifies an index concerning fuel 
consumption for the user , or a business operator of a 
chartered ship which charters a ship from a ship owner and 
carries out transportation . When the user is a business 
operator who designs a ship , there can be many cases such 
as a case where a ship owner as an ordering party other than 
a ship building company as the other party of the user 
becomes the third party . 
[ 0230 ] The designing business operator who designs a 
ship can receive a request from the shipbuilding company or 
the ship owner , can subjectively utilize this system , can 
commonly have information together with the business 
operator itself or a client , and can design a ship having an 
excellent index concerning fuel consumption . When the 
designing business operator receives a request from the 
shipbuilding company or the ship owner to design a portion 
of a ship , a sailing condition and a ship’s hull condition 
which are not related to the portion are made the same , an 
index concerning fuel consumption when the portion is 
changed is obtained and it is possible to optimize the design 
of the portion of the ship . 
[ 0231 ] The fuel consumption index providing means 150 
provides a calculation result of the calculating means 130 of 
ship performance in actual seas to the user or the third party . 
By providing the calculation result of the calculating means 
130 of ship performance in actual seas based on which the 
index is derived together with the index concerning fuel 
consumption , it becomes easy for the user to study a sailing 
configuration of a ship and review a maintenance period , 
make an estimation of the ship , and check an actual power 
curves . A calculation result of the ship propulsive perfor 
mance calculating in actual seas means 130 can be provided 
by separately providing means to provide the calculation 
result without through the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 . 
[ 0232 ] It is preferable that the fuel consumption index 
providing means 150 provides , also to the third party , the 
sailing condition and the ship condition which are input by 
the condition inputting means 120. By providing the con 
ditions which are input by the condition inputting means 120 
also to the third party , the third party can easily consider 
based under what condition the index concerning fuel con 
sumption is derived . 
[ 0233 ] The standard sailing model setting means 115 can 
receive , from the user , the input of a designed ship condition 
of an actual service ship as the ship condition . In this case , 
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which is the sea trial means 185. According to this , the sea 
trial institution can utilize the derivation result of the index 
concerning fuel consumption for enhancing the sea trial 
method . 

the fuel consumption index providing means 150 provides a 
derivation result of the index concerning fuel consumption 
of the actual service ship to the user . 
[ 0234 ] As described above , this system can receive the 
input of the designed ship condition from the user , and 
provide , to the user , the index concerning fuel consumption 
of the actual service ship in actual seas which is derived 
based on the input designed ship condition . The user can 
select a ship route , and consider the maintenance period 
based on the provided index . The actual service ship is a ship 
whose construction is completed , and also includes a ship 
which is on the way to inspection before the actual service . 
The designed ship condition is a ship condition whose 
design concerning the actual service ship is completed . The 
actual service ship may be a ship itself as the user , and the 
system can be utilized when a ship is chartered , when 
purchase of a used ship is considered , and when a ship which 
is suitable for a ship route is considered . 
[ 0235 ] When the standard sailing model setting means 110 
receives inputs of designed ship conditions of multiple 
actual service ships from the user , the fuel consumption 
index providing means 150 makes it possible to compare 
derivation results of indexes concerning fuel consumption of 
the multiple actual service ships , and provides the same to 
the user . 
[ 0236 ] As described above , this system can receive the 
inputs of the multiple designed ship conditions from the 
user , and can provide , to the user , the indexes concerning 
fuel consumption of actual service ships in actual seas 
respectively derived corresponding to the input multiple 
designed ship conditions . According to this , the user can 
easily compare the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas of the actual service ships . 
[ 0237 ] When input of the designed ship condition is 
received , the sailing condition and the designed ship con 
dition which are input by the user using the condition 
inputting means 120 are sent also to the condition obtaining 
means 160. The sea trial result providing means 180 pro 
vides , to the user , a sea trial result of a ship tailored to the 
sailing condition and the designed ship condition obtained 
by the condition obtaining means 160 , and sends the sea trial 
result to the calculating means 130 of ship performance in 
actual seas . In this case , sea trial means 185 is provided with 
the condition obtaining means 160 and the sea trial result 
providing means 180 . 
[ 0238 ] As described above , this system can provide , to the 
user , the sea trial result obtained by the sea trial means 185 
together with the index concerning fuel consumption in 
actual seas for the actual service ship . According to this , the 
user can evaluate the ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas of the actual service ship in more multifaceted manner . 
It is also possible to use the sea trial result in the calculating 
means 130 of ship performance in actual seas to enhance the 
calculation precision of the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas . The sea trial means 185 may 
have only functions for obtaining a condition and providing 
a sea trial result , or may also have a function for obtaining 
data caused by actual sea trial . 
[ 0239 ] When a sea trial institution other than the user or a 
third party carries out sea trial of a ship at sea or shop test 
of an engine or shop test of a device as a business , it is 
preferable that a derivation result of the index concerning 
fuel consumption is provided from the fuel consumption 
index providing means 150 also to the sea trial institution 

[ 0240 ] The weather / marine weather data obtaining means 
191 and the sailing data obtaining means 192 are provided 
in a sailing ship for example . The weather / marine weather 
data obtaining means 191 obtains weather / marine weather 
data in actual seas . The sailing data obtaining means 192 
obtains sailing data of a ship in actual seas . The sailing data 
is the main engine revolution , main engine torque and speed 
for example . The obtained weather / marine weather data in 
the real sea area and the sailing data can be utilized for 
enhancing precision of the calculating method 1 of ship 
performance in actual seas . The data obtaining means 190 
may be limited to acquisition of the sailing data and acqui 
sition of weather / marine weather data , or may also have a 
sensor function for actually obtaining data . 
[ 0241 ] The weather / marine weather data obtained by the 
weather / marine weather data obtaining means 191 and the 
sailing data obtained by the sailing data obtaining means 192 
are accumulated in the data accumulating means 200. The 
data accumulating means 200 is a storing device such as a 
hard disk for example . 
[ 0242 ] The weather / marine weather data and the sailing 
data may be data obtained by a specific ship or data obtained 
by an unspecified ship , but it is preferable that the weather / 
marine weather data and the sailing data are obtained as a 
set . It is also possible that the weather / marine weather data 
obtained by the weather / marine weather data obtaining 
means 191 and the sailing data obtained by the sailing data 
obtaining means 192 are input as a sailing condition and a 
weather / marine weather condition by the condition inputting 
means 120 per a ship route . A ship operation company which 
sails a ship accumulates data , and the data can be put into 
service when the weather / marine weather condition corre 
sponding to a ship route is input . 
[ 0243 ] The standard sailing model changing means 210 
changes the standard sailing model 2 based on the weather / 
marine weather data and the sailing data accumulated in the 
data accumulating means 200. The contents of the changed 
standard sailing model 2 is stored in the storing means 111 . 
The standard sailing model 2 is improved based on the 
accumulated weather / marine weather data and the sailing 
data , and it is possible to derive an index concerning fuel 
consumption more precisely and provide the index . When 
the standard sailing model 2 is changed , a provider of ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas temporarily stops the 
provision of service of this system . The provider of ship 
propulsive performance in actual seas previously informs 
the user of stop of the system and then , the provider stops the 
provision . The provider of ship propulsive performance in 
actual seas previously verifies the change of the standard 
sailing model 2 and then , changes the standard sailing model 
2. The standard sailing model 2 is changed based on 
determination of the provider of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas , but the fact that the standard sailing 
model 2 is changed is informed also to the user and the like 
when the standard sailing model 2 is changed or when next 
ship propulsive performance in actual seas is provided , and 
version information is always provided to the user together 
with provision of an index concerning fuel consumption . 
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[ 0252 ] Various kinds of certification methods can be 
applied as a certification method , but it is preferable that 
triple certification ( IEEE802.1X certification , Web certifica 
tion , MAC certification ) from the viewpoint of realizing 
strong security environment and reducing risk of unauthor 
ized access . In the case of an actual service ship , a ship's 
name or an identification number of a ship can also be used 
for certification of the user , and it is also possible to use a 
ship condition which is associated with the ship's name and 
the identification number of the ship as a ship condition . 
[ 0253 ] The preferable embodiments of the present inven 
tion have been described above , the invention is not limited 
to the embodiments , the invention can variously be modified 
and carried out within a range of the patent claims , the 
detailed description of the invention and the accompanying 
drawings , and needless to say , such modifications belong to 
the scope of the invention . 
[ 0254 ] Lastly , the following additional statements are fur 
ther disclosed concerning the above description . 
[ 0255 ] A technical field of the present invention can be a 
providing system of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas . An object of the invention is to provide a providing 
system of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
capable of precisely evaluating ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas on the same scale also before the ship sails for 
example . 

Additional Statement 1 

[ 0244 ] FIG . 9 is a usage flow chart of an example of the 
providing system of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas shown in FIG . 8 . 
[ 0245 ] In FIG.9 , a left side shows the user , and a right side 
shows the provider of ship propulsive performance in actual 
seas . A terminal used by the user , a server possessed by the 
provider of ship propulsive performance in actual seas 
( standard sailing model setting means 110 , the calculating 
means 130 of ship performance in actual seas and fuel 
consumption index deriving means 140 ) , and the fuel con 
sumption index providing means 150 are connected to each 
other through the communication line or the network . 
[ 0246 ] The server previously produces an access key and 
manages the same ( access key managing step S30 ) . 
[ 0247 ] The user requests to utilize the service of the 
system from the terminal ( service requesting step S31 ) . If 
the server receives the request to utilize the service , the 
access key is selected ( access key selecting step S32 ) , and 
the access key is issued for the user ( access key issuing step 
S33 ) . The issued access key is displayed on the terminal of 
the user ( access key displaying step S34 ) , 
[ 0248 ] When the user utilizes this system , the obtained 
access key sends to the server ( access key sending step S35 ) . 
The server certificates the user based on the received access 
key ( certificating step S36 ) . If the certification is completed , 
the user can utilize the system . 
[ 0249 ] After the certificating step S36 , the user inputs the 
sailing condition and the ship condition used in the standard 
sailing model 2 using the condition inputting means 120 
( initial condition inputting step S37 ) . The server receive the 
selection of a ship route and the setting of the loading 
condition , and checks the user whether standard weather / 
marine weather condition , a standard biological fouling rate , 
and a standard aging deterioration rate are used ( additional 
condition checking step S38 ) . When the user selects not to 
use the standard weather / marine weather condition , the 
standard biological fouling rate , and the standard aging 
deterioration rate , the user inputs arbitrary weather / marine 
weather condition , a biological fouling rate and a aging 
deterioration rate using inputting means 120 ( additional 
condition inputting step S39 ) . 
[ 0250 ] In the server , when the user selects to use the 
standard biological fouling rate and the standard aging 
deterioration rate , the standard sailing model setting means 
110 calculates the standard biological fouling rate and the 
standard aging deterioration rate using the condition calcu 
lating means 112 ( condition calculating step S40 ) . The 
calculating means 130 of ship performance in actual seas 
calculates the ship propulsive performance in actual seas in 
accordance with the standard sailing model 2 into which the 
sailing condition is input and the ship condition ( calculating 
step S41 of ship propulsive performance in actual seas ) . A 
calculation result of the calculating means 130 of ship 
performance in actual seas is sent to the user and the fuel 
consumption index deriving means 140. The fuel consump 
tion index deriving means 140 calculates an index concern 
ing fuel consumption of the ship based on the received 
calculation result ( fuel consumption index calculating step 
S42 ) . 
[ 0251 ] The index concerning fuel consumption of the ship 
derived by the fuel consumption index deriving means 140 
is provided from the fuel consumption index providing 
means 150 to the user ( fuel consumption index providing 
step 343 ) . 

[ 0256 ] A providing system of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas comprising standard sailing model setting 
means for setting a standard sailing model of the ship in 
actual seas , condition inputting means for inputting a sailing 
condition used for the standard sailing , model and a ship 
condition of the ship , calculating means of ship performance 
in actual seas for calculating ship performance in actual seas 
in accordance with the standard sailing model into which the 
sailing condition is input and the ship condition , fuel con 
sumption index deriving means for deriving an index con 
cerning fuel consumption of the ship based on a calculation 
result of calculating means of ship performance in actual 
seas , and fuel consumption index providing means for 
providing a derivation result of the index concerning the fuel 
consumption . 
[ 0257 ] According to the above configuration , also con 
cerning a ship before it sails for example , it is possible to 
precisely derive the index concerning the fuel consumption 
of the ship in actual seas based on the sailing condition and 
the ship condition , and provide the index . 

Additional Statement 2 

[ 0258 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 1 , 
wherein a weather / marine weather condition is input as the 
sailing condition by the condition inputting means , and the 
calculating means of ship performance in actual seas calcu 
lates ship propulsive performance in actual seas using the 
standard sailing model into which the weather / marine 
weather condition is input . 
[ 0259 ] According to the above configuration , when the 
weather / marine weather which is tailored to a ship route as 
a sailing condition is not incorporated for example , or when 
a ship having a sailing policy to navigate while avoiding 
weather / marine weather which is anticipated to become 
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worse is a target , it is possible to evaluate in a manner more 
tailored to reality of the situation by inputting arbitrary 
weather / marine weather condition . 

Additional Statement 3 

[ 0267 ] According to the above configuration , it is possible 
to provide , to the user , a performance prediction result 
obtained by a tank test , a numerical analysis / simulation 
technique for example together with the index concerning 
the fuel consumption in actual seas concerning the ship 
which is not in actual service . It is also possible to use the 
performance prediction result for the calculating means of 
ship performance in actual seas to enhance the calculation 
precision of the calculating means of ship performance in 
actual seas . 

Additional Statement 7 

[ 0260 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 1 
or 2 , wherein the condition inputting means allows a user to 
input the sailing condition and the ship condition through at 
least one of a communication line and a network , and the 
fuel consumption index providing means provides , to the 
user , a derivation result of the index concerning the fuel 
consumption through at least one of the communication line 
and the network . 
[ 0261 ] According to the above configuration , even if the 
user exists in a distant place , input of a condition from the 
user can be received through the communication line or the 
network , and provide , to the user , the index concerning the 
fuel consumption of the ship in actual seas which is derived 
based on the input condition . 

[ 0268 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 3 , 
wherein a designed ship condition of an actual service ship 
is input as the ship condition , and a derivation result of an 
index concerning the fuel consumption of the actual service 
ship is provided . 
[ 0269 ] According to this configuration , the input of the 
designed ship condition is received from the user , and 
provide , to the user , the index concerning the fuel consump 
tion of the actual service of the ship in actual seas which is 
derived based on the input designed ship condition . The 
actual service of the ship is a ship whose construction is 
completed , and also includes a ship which is on the way to 
inspected before actual service . The designed ship condition 
is a ship condition whose design concerning the actual 
service ship is completed . 

Additional Statement 4 

Additional Statement 8 

[ 0262 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 3 , 
wherein a plan of ship condition of a ship which is not in 
actual service is input as the ship condition , and a derivation 
result of the index concerning the fuel consumption of the 
ship which is not in actual service is provided . 
[ 0263 ] According to the above configuration , input of the 
planned ship condition is received from the user , and can 
provide , to the user , the index concerning the fuel consump 
tion of the ship which is not in actual service in actual seas 
which is derived based on the input planned ship condition . 
The ship which is not in actual service is a ship before it is 
completed in which its scheme or design is considered or the 
ship is being constructed . The planned ship condition is a 
ship condition in which a ship which is not in actual service 
is scheduled 

[ 0270 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 7 , 
wherein the designed ship conditions of the actual service 
ships , and derivation results of indexes concerning the fuel 
consumptions of the actual service ships are provided in a 
comparable manner . 
[ 0271 ] According to this configuration , inputs of designed 
ship conditions are received from the user , and can provide , 
to the user , indexes concerning fuel consumptions of actual 
service ships in actual seas respectively derived correspond 
ing to the input designed ship conditions . 

Additional Statement 9 

Additional Statement 5 
[ 0264 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 4 , 
wherein plan of ship conditions of ships which are not in 
actual service are input , it makes it possible to compare 
derivation results of indexes concerning the fuel consump 
tions of the ships which are not in actual service and provide 
the same . 
[ 0265 ] According to this configuration , input of planned 
ship conditions is received from the user , and can provide , 
to the user , indexes concerning fuel consumption of ships 
which are not in actual service in actual seas which are 
respectively derived corresponding to the input planned ship 
conditions in a comparable manner . 

[ 0272 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 7 
or 8 , including condition obtaining means for obtaining the 
designed ship condition which is input as the sailing con 
dition and the ship condition , and sea trial result providing 
means for providing a sea trial result of the ship which is 
tailored to the sailing condition and the designed ship 
condition . 
[ 0273 ] According to this configuration , it is possible to 
provide the sea trial result to the user together with an index 
concerning the fuel consumption in actual seas for the actual 
service ship . It is also possible to use the sea trial result in 
the calculating means of ship performance in actual seas to 
enhance the calculation precision of the calculating means of 
the ship performance in actual seas . 

Additional Statement 6 

[ 0266 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 4 
or 5 , further including condition obtaining means for obtain 
ing the plan of ship condition which is input as the sailing 
condition and the ship condition , and performance predic 
tion result providing means for providing a performance 
prediction result of the ship which is tailored to the sailing 
condition and the plan of ship condition . 

Additional Statement 10 
[ 0274 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in the additional statement 3 , 
wherein the fuel consumption index providing means pro 
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Additional Statement 14 vides , to a third party other than the user , a derivation result 
of an index concerning the fuel consumption through at least 
one of the communication line and the network . 
[ 0275 ] According to this configuration , the index concern 
ing the fuel consumption of a ship in actual seas is provided 
not only to the user but also to the third party , and the third 
party also can know and evaluate ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas of a ship based on the index received 
through the communication line or the network . 

[ 0282 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in any one of the additional 
statements 1 to 13 , wherein the fuel consumption index 
providing means provides at least one of main engine fuel 
consumption , a greenhouse gas exhaust index , a mainte 
nance cost , a transportation efficiency index as an index 
concerning the fuel consumption . 
[ 0283 ] According to this configuration , it is possible to 
provide the main engine fuel consumption , the greenhouse 
gas exhaust index , the maintenance cost and the transpor 
tation efficiency index as an index which objectively indi 
cates performance of the ship in actual seas . 

Additional Statement 11 

Additional Statement 15 

[ 0276 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in any one of the additional 
statements 3 to 10 , wherein a provider of ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas possesses the standard sailing 
model setting means and the calculating means of ship 
performance in actual seas as a server , and a derivation result 
of an index concerning the fuel consumption utilizing the 
server is provided . 
[ 0277 ] According to this configuration , since the user can 
obtain a derivation result of an index concerning the fuel 
consumption from the outside server , it is possible to reduce 
an introduction cost and a management cost of a device . The 
provider of ship propulsive performance in actual seas can 
also possess fuel consumption index deriving means as a 
server and provide the derivation result of the index con 
cerning the fuel consumption . 

Additional Statement 12 

[ 0284 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in any one of the additional 
statements 1 to 14 , wherein the fuel consumption index 
providing means provides at least one of the calculation 
result of the calculating means of ship performance in actual 
seas , the sailing condition and the ship condition which are 
input by the condition inputting means . 
[ 0285 ] According to this configuration , it is possible to 
provide , to the user together with the index concerning the 
fuel consumption , the calculation result of the calculating 
means of ship performance in actual seas which becomes a 
base to derive the index . According to this , the user easily 
study sailing configuration of the ship and easily reviews a 
maintenance period , and easily check an actual power 
curves . It is possible to provide a condition which is input by 
the condition inputting means to the user . According to this , 
the user can easily consider under what condition the index 
concerning the fuel consumption is derived . 
[ 0286 ] The above description includes typical embodi 
ments by the present disclosures . These examples are for 
description and the present invention is not limited to the 
examples . The present disclosures may be carried out in a 
configuration which is different from a configuration 
described in the specification expressly , and various correc 
tions , optimization and modifications which coincides with 
the scope of claims can be realized by a person skilled in the 
art . 

[ 0278 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in any one of the additional 
statements 1 to 11 , wherein multiple sailing conditions 
which are input by the condition inputting means is a ship 
route , a loading condition , and an evaluation period . 
[ 0279 ] According to this configuration , it is possible to 
derive and provide an index concerning the fuel consump 
tion which is tailored to reality of a ship under a condition 
closer to actual operating condition . 

Additional Statement 13 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 
[ 0280 ] The providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas described in any one of the additional 
statements 1 to 12 , further including at least one of weather / 
marine weather data obtaining means for obtaining weather / 
marine weather data in actual seas and sailing data obtaining 
means for obtaining sailing data of the ship in actual seas , 
wherein the providing system of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas further includes data accumulating 
means for accumulating at least one of the obtained weather / 
marine weather data and the sailing data , and standard 
sailing model changing means for changing the standard 
sailing model based on at least one of the accumulated 
weather / marine weather data and the sailing data . 
[ 0281 ] According to this configuration , by obtaining the 
weather / marine weather data and the sailing data in actual 
seas , it is possible to utilize the calculating method of ship 
performance in actual seas to enhance the precision . Further , 
it is possible to improve the standard sailing model based on 
the accumulated weather / marine weather data and sailing 
data to more precisely derive and provide the index con 
cerning the fuel consumption . 

[ 0287 ] If the evaluation method of ship propulsive pro 
pulsive performance in actual seas , the evaluation program 
of ship propulsive performance in actual seas and the 
evaluation system of ship performance in actual seas of the 
present invention are used , it is possible to appropriately 
evaluate propulsive performance in actual seas also before 
the ship sails . 
[ 0288 ] Further , if the providing system of ship propulsive 
performance in actual seas of the invention is used , it is 
possible to appropriately evaluate performance of the ship in 
actual seas also before the ship sails for example . 

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 

[ 0289 ] 1 calculating method of ship performance in actual 
seas 

[ 0290 ] 2 standard sailing model 
[ 0291 ] 4 specific fuel consumption 
[ 0292 ] 5 life cycle main . engine fuel consumption 
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[ 0293 ] 10 standard sailing model setting means 
[ 0294 ] 20 condition inputting means 
[ 0295 ] 30 ship response calculating means 
[ 0296 ] 40 fuel consumption . index deriving means 
[ 0297 ] 50 fuel consumption index outputting means 
[ 0298 ] S1 standard sailing model setting step 
[ 0299 ] S2 condition inputting step 
[ 0300 ] S17 ship response calculating step 
[ 0301 ] S21 fuel consumption index deriving step 
[ 0302 ] S22 index outputting step 

1. An evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas , wherein a standard sailing model of the ship 
is set , a sailing condition of the ship and a ship condition of 
the ship are input to the standard sailing model , the standard 
sailing model to which the sailing condition and the ship 
condition are input , and the ship condition are applied to a 
previously verified calculating method of ship performance 
in actual seas , and propulsive performance of the ship in 
actual seas is evaluated . 

2. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 1 , wherein a weather / 
marine weather condition is input to the standard sailing 
model as the sailing condition , and ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas is evaluated using the standard sailing 
model into which the weather / marine weather condition is 
input . 

3. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 1 , comprising a standard 
sailing model setting step for setting the standard sailing 
model , a condition inputting step for selecting a ship route , 
setting a loading condition , setting an evaluation period as 
sailing conditions , and inputting the ship condition , a ship 
response calculating step for applying , to the calculating 
method of ship performance in actual seas , at least one of an 
external force condition acting on a ship caused by weather / 
marine weather which differs depending upon the ship route , 
the external force condition of the ship which differs depend 
ing upon the loading condition , and a driving condition of 
the ship , as well as at least one of change of the external 
force condition caused by the evaluation period , and change 
of the driving condition , thereby calculating ship response , 
and a fuel consumption index deriving step for deriving an 
index concerning fuel consumption of the ship based on a 
calculation result of the ship response and an operation 
mode of a main engine , wherein propulsive performance of 
the ship in actual seas is evaluated . 

4. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein the weather / 
marine weather which differs depending upon the ship route 
is used by setting occurrence probability with respect to the 
weather / marine weather which corresponds to the selected 
ship route . 

5. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein an aging 
deterioration rate including biological fouling of the ship’s 
hull or a propeller which differ depending upon the evalu 
ation period is used as change of the external force condition 
and the driving condition caused by the evaluation period . 

6. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein a deterioration 
rate of a driving system which drives the ship and which 
differs depending upon the evaluation period is used as 
change of the driving condition caused by the evaluation 
period . 

7. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein an operation 
mode of the main engine is based on the driving condition 
which is set per the loading condition . 

8. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 2 , wherein operation mode 
of the main engine and a governor which relate to an 
operation mode of the main engine are set in the condition 
inputting step . 

9. The evaluation method of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein to derive an 
index concerning the fuel consumption of the ship , a stan 
dard specific fuel consumption or a specific fuel consump 
tion which is input in the condition inputting step are used . 

10. The evaluation method of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to claim 3 , wherein life cycle 
main engine fuel consumption which is based on a total fuel 
consumption of the main engine for a long period of the ship 
is derived as the index concerning the fuel consumption . 

11. An evaluation program of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas , wherein a computer is made to read the 
input of the condition inputting step in the evaluating 
method of ship propulsive performance in actual seas , the 
computer is made to execute the ship response calculating 
step and the fuel consumption index deriving step , and the 
computer is made to execute an index outputting step for 
outputting the index concerning the fuel consumption . 

12. The evaluation program of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to claim 11 , wherein life 
cycle main engine fuel consumption which is based on a 
total fuel consumption of a main engine for a long period of 
the ship is output as the index concerning the fuel consump 
tion in the index outputting step . 

13. The evaluation program of ship propulsive perfor 
mance in actual seas according to claim 11 , wherein at least 
a condition which is input in the condition inputting step is 
output in the index outputting step together with the index 
concerning the fuel consumption . 

14. An evaluation system of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas comprising standard sailing model setting 
means for setting a standard sailing model of the ship in 
actual seas , condition inputting means for selecting a ship 
route , setting a loading condition , setting an evaluation 
period as sailing conditions , and inputting a ship condition , 
ship response calculating means for applying the calculating 
method of ship performance in actual seas , at least one of an 
external force condition acting on a ship caused by weather / 
marine weather which differs depending upon the ship route , 
the external force condition of the ship which differs depend 
ing upon the loading condition , and a driving condition of 
the ship , as well as at least one of change of the external 
force condition caused by the evaluation period , and change 
of the driving condition , thereby calculating ship response , 
a fuel consumption index deriving means for deriving an 
index concerning fuel consumption of the ship based on a 
calculation result of the ship response and an operation 
mode of a main engine , and fuel consumption index out 
putting means for outputting the index concerning the fuel 
consumption . 

15. The evaluation system of ship propulsive performance 
in actual seas according to claim 14 , wherein the fuel 
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consumption index outputting means outputs the index 
concerning the fuel consumption together with a condition 
which is input by the condition inputting means . 


